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Abstract
Programmable software switches are fundamental building blocks of the modern info

communication network, deployed in a wide range of applications from (virtual) data

centers to telecommunication networks. The packet processing pipeline of a software

switch is usually represented as a data flow graph, a directed acyclic graph in which nodes

represent packet processing primitives and arcs describe control flow. Data-flow-graph

embedding is responsible for assigning packet processing primitives to workers (e.g., CPU

cores). Meanwhile, data-flow-graph batch-scheduling selects the next packet processing

primitive to be executed to work on a packet batch.

Modern use cases require high-throughput, low-latency, and high-availability from soft-

ware switches. Unfortunately, current data-flow-graph embedding and batch-scheduling

methods were not conceived with these requirements in mind. In this dissertation, we are

improving and extending software switch performance and improve data-plane availability

using novel approaches to optimizing data-flow graph embedding and batch-scheduling.

In the first part of the dissertation, we present a comprehensive mathematical model

to describe data-flow-graph batch-scheduling. We use this model to formulate optimal

batch-scheduling with delay-type Service Level Objectives (SLOs) on the flows traversing

the switch. We introduce a batch-scheduler controller framework to reach optimal batch-

schedule with delay-SLOs on a real-life software switch under real workloads. We show

our controller attains 2− 3× improvement while conforming to strict delay-SLOs on the

µsec-scale in modern use cases and beyond.

In the second part, we consider reliable data-flow-graph embedding. In this part, the

main challenge is to allocate CPU resources to each module in the data flow graph so

that packet processing is immune to hard and soft CPU errors, which would otherwise

break data-plane connectivity and cause service outages. We formulate an exact algorithm

for optimal embedding and show fast and effective heuristics to solve the problem in

polynomial time. Our extensive numerical evaluation and real-life case study show that

the best-fit heuristic provides the best approximation of the optimal embedding.
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Kivonat
A programozható hálózati kapcsolók a modern infokommunikációs hálózatok fontos építő-

elemei, alkalmazásuk sokrétű, megtalálhatóak többek között (virtuális) adatközpontokban

és telekommunikációs hálózatokban. A szoftveres hálózati kapcsolók a csomagtovábbítási

láncukat adatfolyam gráf segítségével írják le. Ez az adatfolyam gráf olyan irányított

körmentes gráf, amiben a csomópontok csomagfeldolgozó primitíveket, míg az élek a

végrehajtás sorrendjét határozzák meg. Az adatfolyam gráf beágyazása a csomagfeldolgozó

elemek végrehajtókhoz – tipikusan processzormagokhoz – rendelése, míg az adatfolyam

gráf csomagköteg ütemezése a végrehajtandó csomagköteg-feldolgozó primitív kiválasztása.

A modern alkalmazások nagy teljesítményt, alacsony késleltetést, és magas rendelke-

zésre állást várnak el a szoftveres hálózati kapcsolóktól. Azonban a jelenlegi adatfolyam

gráf csomagköteg ütemezési és beágyazási módszerek ezeket a szempontokat nem veszik

figyelembe. A disszertáció a szoftveres hálózati kapcsolók teljesítményének optimalizálásá-

ra és rendelkezésre állásának javítására fókuszál újszerű megközelítésekkel az adatfolyam

gráfok kötegelt-ütemezésén és beágyazásán keresztül.

A disszertáció első felében átfogó matematikai modellt adunk az adatfolyam gráf cso-

magköteg ütemezésére. Erre a modellre építve megfogalmazzuk az optimális csomagköteg

ütemezést az adatfolyam gráf folyamjain értelmezett késleltetés garanciák mellett. Bemu-

tatjuk a kötegelt-ütemezés szabályozó keretrendszerünket, amely segítségével elérhető az

optimális csomagköteg ütemezés késleltetés garanciák mellett valós hálózati kapcsolókon

valós forgalom mellett. Bemutatjuk, hogy a kontrollerünk a modern alkalmazásokban

2− 3× hatékonyságot elérve javítja a hálózati kapcsoló teljesítményét akár Mpps mértékű

forgalom és µsec nagyságú késleltetési garanciák megtartására mellett.

A disszertáció második felében megbízható adatfolyam gráf beágyazására fókuszálunk.

Célunk olyan erőforrás-allokációt nyújtani, amely immunis a processzor hibákra amik

megszakíthatják az adatfolyam gráf összefüggőségét és szolgáltatás kiesést okoznak. Az

optimális beágyazásra egzakt algoritmust adunk, továbbá gyors és hatékony heurisztikákat

mutatunk a probléma megoldására polinom időben. Részletes numerikus kiértékelés és

valós környezetben végzett esettanulmány alapján a legjobban illeszkedő heurisztika

nyújtja a legjobb közelítését az optimális megoldásnak.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern information technology is nothing without networking. Our devices are designed

to be connected; there are Internet-of-Things networks, home networks, campus networks,

telecommunications networks, and, of course, the Internet. Large number of applications

operate over these networks.

Legacy applications such as the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)

service, are built on legacy networks consisting of fixed-function hardware components

(e.g., routers or middleboxes). Fixed-function hardware devices are well designed and

optimized for a single function thus providing great performance packed with function-

specific features. Legacy use cases are implemented using single or multiple fixed-function

devices. Interoperating and managing these devices is cumbersome due to their vendor-

specific configuration options and interfaces. Moreover, to keep up with changes of the

application new hardware components are required.

Instead of following the legacy approach, modern telco use cases [1, 2, 3], industry

use cases [4], clouds [5, 6], and beyond rely on Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [7] due to their flexibility and moderate costs. In

these networks, the network functions are realized in software on general-purpose or re-

programmable hardware. Application logic is described as a packet processing pipeline of

interconnected (virtual) network functions. The network architecture consists of separate

control plane and data plane. The control plane manages the pipeline; the data plane

executes the pipeline. Application changes are handled instantly by re-configuring the

packet processing pipeline. The pipeline is usually abstracted as a data flow graph: a

1



2 1.1. BACKGROUND

directed graph in which the nodes are network functions and arcs describe control flow.

Unfortunately, software switches lag behind fixed function hardware appliances op-

timized for a single application yielding better performance and feature set. Software

switches used numerous techniques to tighten the performance and feature gap. In this

dissertation, we are addressing software switches using the data flow graph abstraction.

We optimize software switch performance by improving software switch data-flow-graph

batch-scheduling and embedding.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 details software-based packet

processing. Section 1.2 defines our research goals. Lastly, Section 1.3 sketches the outline

of the dissertation.

1.1 Background

In this Section we briefly overview software-based packet processing. We unfold the

programmable data plane’s network architecture and programming abstractions. Then, we

overview relevant software switch implementations and modern requirements.

The motivation behind the programmable data plane is the following. Nowadays info-

communication networks are everywhere from small scale IoT networks to large scale

data centers. They are driving great number of applications we are using on daily basis.

These applications are continuously evolving. Every application has its own custom logic.

Keeping up with the constant application evolution is a big churn on network operators.

Legacy networks use devices that are fine-tuned (or even hard-coded) for a given use

case or protocol-set. Unfortunately, these devices get deprecated as the use case and/or

protocols evolve. Although every application has its own custom logic, they use similar

abstractions. Take a lookup table as an example. A L2 (OSI Layer-2) switch uses it to forward

traffic to given ports, meanwhile an ACL (Access Control List) function filters incoming

traffic according to rules stored in a lookup-table. Based on this observation, consider a

programmable network device that provides in-silicon or software implementations of

generic application components and enables re-wiring its packet processing logic. This

approach provides a profitable and sustainable solution to enable dynamic adaption of

application and protocol evolution.

Consequently, modern info-communication networks are built on programmable net-

work devices instead of fixed-function hardware components. Programmable devices
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include switches, middleboxes, network interface cards, and so on. These devices are

able to be rapidly reconfigured in concert with current demands of constantly evolving

applications and protocols.

Rapid reconfiguration requires a centralized and generic control plane as opposed to

the legacy approach in which control plane is implemented on each device separately.

Technologies such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtual-

ization (NFV) are enabler technologies for implementing this paradigm. SDN enables a

clean control plane – data plane separation, and NFV enables implementing packet pro-

cessing logic in software on top of on generic-purpose or dedicated hardware components.

In this dissertation, we are focusing on the main data plane components: the software

switches.

Data Plane Architecture

Software switches and NFV-frameworks are closely related; software switches implement

only the data plane on a single-host, meanwhile NFV frameworks provide a complete

framework for both control plane and data plane, usually in a multi-host environment. Like-

wise, NFV frameworks tend to use software switches for their data plane implementation

(e.g.,Metron [8] builds on FastClick [9]).

Software switches can rely on hardware components such as Application Specific

Integrated Circuit (ASIC) [10, 11], Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [12, 13], Network

Processor [14], SmartNIC [15, 6], General-Purpose Graphical Processung Unit (GPGPU) [16,

17, 18, 19, 20, 21], and CPU [22, 23, 24, 9, 25, 26, 8].

On commodity hardware, the programmable data plane requires a software stack.

The classical approach is to implement data plane functionality as a user-space program

running on top of the operating system’s networking stack. This is a convenient method

using fairly high-level, robust, and well-known technologies such as socket programming.

However, such networking stack introduces significant overhead and exposes limited

control over low-level packet processing.

Implementing data plane functionality in the operating system’s network stack elimi-

nates the context switching and kernel processing overhead. This can be done either by

developing a kernel module or by using built-in kernel networking tools such as tc or

iptables. This approach improves performance, but the kernel limits flexibility and makes
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debugging cumbersome. [27] Recently, the Linux kernel introduced eBPF (extended Berke-

ley Packet Filtering) and XDP (eXpress Data Path) to ease developing high-performance

in-kernel packet processing on an in-kernel BPF virtual machine [28]. This approach seems

promising, although it is not widely adapted and is not mature yet.

It is more common to rather bypass the kernel’s network stack [29, 30, 31]. Netmap [29]

has shown that bypassing the kernel by copying packets from the network interfaces

directly to the packet-processing user-space programs is indeed a great performance

boost. Subsequently, Intel DataPlane Development Kit (DPDK) [30] became the most

influential kernel bypass library. DPDK is an open source C/C++ library for developing

high-performance packet processing programs. DPDK utilizes numerous technologies

to achieve high-performance. Following the trace of an incoming packet, these are the

following. It all begins at the (virtual) network interface card (NIC) driver. In the classic

NIC driver approach, an interrupt is generated when a packet arrives to the NIC, and

the operating system begins to process the packet. This works well for modest network

traffic although not sufficient to saturate high-speed links. Instead, DPDK uses a poll-

mode driver, which polls the NIC instead of generating interrupts. This eliminates the

interrupt processing overhead. At each poll, a packet batch is read from the NIC’s internal

packet queue. Batching further improves the performance by amortizing the polling

overhead among the packets in the batch. DPDK handles the memory management of

packets: preallocates buffers and implements lockless queuing. Packets read from NIC

queues are pushed to the user-space program. This way, packets directly reach the use-

space program with no kernel processing and zero copy. Beside core functionality, DPDK

provides a complete framework for implementing packet processing logic. This framework

includes various components from trie structures to sketch-based measurement algorithms.

Generally speaking, DPDK is the de-facto platform of modern software switches.

Programming Packet Processing Logic

The programmable data plane provides numerous abstractions for describing packet pro-

cessing logic. Below we present the two main ones: match action tables and data flow

graphs.

Match-action tables is a widely-adapted packet processing logic abstraction. It provides

a predefined and fix processing chain consisting of multiple stages of match-action tables.
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These match-action tables contain pairs of a pattern to match and an action to execute. The

pattern is used to dissect incoming flows, meanwhile the action describes the processing

of the matching flow. These actions include rewriting packet header fields, encapsula-

tion/decapsulation, packet drop, forwarding to a given stage, or deferring further packet

processing.

The match-action table abstraction was popularized by the OpenFlow protocol [32].

The most popular OpenFlow software switch is Open vSwitch [33, 27]; it is used in mul-

tiple products and runs in many large production environments. Notably, ESwitch [34]

improves the performance of the OpenFlow data plane by using on-the-fly template-based

recompilation to reach line rate.

However, OpenFlow match-action tables only support matching on a set of given

protocol header fields. This behavior is extended to arbitrary packet bit positions by

Reconfigurable Match Tables (RMT) [10], and later by dRMT (disaggregated Reconfigurable

Match-Action Table) [11].

P4 [35] further generalizes the match-action table approach by providing a domain-

specific language to describe the packet processing stages without protocol restrictions

and target dependencies. A P4 program can parse arbitrary protocols and can run on any

P4-compatible switch.

Data flow graphs are widely used to describe packet processing logic. This abstraction

takes inspiration from system design [36], signal processing [37], and machine learn-

ing [38]; moreover, it is widely adapted in stream-processing [39, 40] too. The data flow

graph is a directed graph in which nodes represent network functions, meanwhile arcs

describe the control flow. This is a powerful abstraction which lets programmers to build

arbitrary network functions via interconnecting network functions in a straightforward

graph-oriented mental model. For this purpose, software switches provide a set of network

functions including header parsing, checksum calculation and validation, packet modifi-

cation, checking against an ACL, and protocol specific functions such as handling ARP

requests and responses. These network functions can be then reused during prototyping

and developing new network functions.

The data flow graph abstraction is widely adapted by software switches. One of the

earliest software switch using it is the Click software router [23]. Click runs as a user-space

process and works on level of packets. Consequently, it has limited performance for modern

applications. At the same time, Click’s configuration file format became influential for other
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software switches [22, 9] and beyond [41]. Recent software switches are built on DPDK

and hence work on packet batches with much improved performance. Notable switches

are BESS [22], VPP [24], FastClick [9], and NetBricks [26]. All of these software switches

use both the data flow graph abstraction and the DPDK library, but each one has unique

features. NetBricks, which is implemented in Rust, provides language-based isolation and

safe execution environment. FastClick is a DPDK-enabled version of Click. VPP (Vector

Packet Processing) focuses on efficient vector processing on large packet batches. BESS

(Berkeley Extensible Software Switch) provides an ideal prototyping platform: uses the

Click configuration format, provides high performance, and exposes straightforward

abstractions. These software switches are not interchangeable. They expose different

interfaces to describe their data flow graph and to control its execution.

Software switch performance characteristics depend on the scheduling and resource

allocation (embedding) of the data flow graph. Namely, data-flow-graph embedding is

responsible for assigning packet processing primitives to workers (e.g., CPU cores). Mean-

while, data-flow-graph batch-scheduling selects the next packet processing primitive to

be executed. The two main scheduling mode of today’s software switches are explicit

(weighted-fair queuing) and run-to-completion schedule. Software switch schedulers tends

to follow the run-to-completion manner due to its easy implementation and low resource-

overhead.

Modern Requirements

Service providers/vendors and customers specify system requirements in a Service-Level

Agreement (SLA). This includes among others support details (e.g., deployment details, life-

cycle management, etc.) and performance requirements. These performance requirements

are described by Service Level Objectives (SLOs) [42]. SLOs consist of a service-level

indicator (e.g., one-way end-to-end latency) and a measurement methodology (e.g., 99th

percentile values of periodic measurements). For example, an industry automation use

case requires one-way, end-to-end, 99th percentile latency under 10 msec [43, 4].

Modern use cases require high-throughput, low-latency, and high-availability from soft-

ware switches. These requirements are expressed as performance and security SLOs [42].

Performance SLOs such as throughput or delay requirements are considered as end-to-end

or, for extensive requirements such as industry automation [43, 4], in-software-switch.
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For example, the robot motion control use case’s delay-SLO requirement specifies latency

requirement on a motion control traffic flow of the software switch’s data flow graph.

Note, that SLOs can be combined: for the same service, software switch delay-SLO and

end-to-end delay-SLO can be specified together. Moreover, software switches have to

conform multiple SLOs simultaneously during processing incoming traffic.

High-availability applications such as robotmotion control or voice on amobile gateway

require the software switch to operate securely even when a CPU failure or software error

occurs. In the data-flow-graph context, these events risk the connectivity of the graph,

which results service outages and violation of the availability-SLO.

1.2 Research Goals

Modern info-communication applications call for strict requirements on the network. In

order to understand how off-the-shelf state-of-the-art software switch frameworks are

suitable to answer these challenges, we conducted a comprehensive multi-year evaluation

of the available software switch products. The evaluation was carried out on 10 industrial

use cases provided to us by our industry partner, contained 7 software switches, and it

was performed in collaboration with researches of Eötvös Loránd University. The results

appeared in the prestigious IEEE Journal on Selected Areas of Communications (JSAC) [44].

The code was published online [45], with clear instructions on how to reproduce our results.

Our main observation was that current software switches lag behind fixed func-

tion switches and middleboxes, concerning performance characteristics and critical fea-

tures. Our research aims to improve performance characteristics and features of software

switches.

We focus on the main component of programmable software switches: their packet

processing pipeline expressed as data flow graph. The embedding and scheduling of this

data flow graph determines the performance and resilience of the software switch. To

improve both embedding and scheduling of data flow graphs in software switches, our

research focuses on the following points:

• Study data-flow-graph batch-scheduling in software switches. Analyze and model

packet processing execution, identify performance limiting factors such as batch

fragmentation, and highlight the lack of delay-SLO guarantees. Formulate data-flow-

graph batch-scheduling that can de-fragment batches and thus improve performance
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and guarantee delay-SLOs.

• Adapt the optimal schedule to real use cases on real software switches. Handle the

dynamic nature of modern use cases by an online solution: a controller. Design a

batch-scheduling controller and integrate it with a real software switch.

• Study data-flow-graph embedding in software switches. Assign main embedding

objectives to fulfill requirements of modern use cases. Formulate embedding that

can guarantee high-performance and resilience against CPU errors. Study naïve

algorithms for fast and efficient embedding.

1.3 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation focuses on optimizing software switch performance by improving soft-

ware switch data flow graph scheduling and embedding. The dissertation is structured as

the follows.

Previous sections introduced main concepts of programmable software switches and

the data flow graph representation of the packet processing pipeline in software switches.

New results are presented in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 following the arc: background, problem

definition (notation and definitions), new results, related work, and summary.

Chapter 2 presents our modeling results and introduce the problem of achieving optimal

data-flow-graph batch-scheduling with delay SLOs.

Chapter 3 shows adaptation of the model to a real-life software switch; presents

our implementation, a batch-scheduler framework for controlling execution in a packet-

processing pipeline to improve performance and conform strict latency service-level

objectives.

Chapter 4 focuses on the resource allocation of data flow graphs. We present resource

allocation strategies to achieve high-performance and resilience against CPU failures.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the work; recaps the presented new results, summarizes

presented theses, and sketches possible applications of results and future work.



Chapter 2

Optimal Batch-Scheduling with Service
Level Objectives

In this Chapter, we address batch-scheduling of data flow graphs in software switches.

Batch-scheduling in this context means scheduling occurs on the level of packet batches.

Data flow graph scheduling in software switches is an important aspect of packet processing.

A non-optimal schedule yields degraded performance or results in packet loss. Additionally,

modern latency-sensitive applications require guarantees on execution such as end-to-end

latency on traffic flows. However, prior art shows guaranteeing such requirements is

challenging.

We show that carefully scheduling the data flow graph can improve performance while

conforming to latency requirements. First, we begin with details of scheduling modes

widely-used in software switches. We study Weighted-Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Run-

To-Completion (RTC) scheduling modes. In parallel with the presentation of scheduling

modes, we introduce batch-scheduling on data flow graphs. Later, we show and quantify

performance improvements of packet batching. Taking batching-gain quantification into

account, we give a comprehensive system model in which we formulate the optimal data-

flow-graph batch-scheduling for both WFQ and RTC with latency requirements on traffic

flows. Lastly, we show that under given assumptions a deep equivalence holds between

the two scheduling modes.

9
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2.1 Background

In this section we recap goals of data flow graph scheduling briefly. We present scheduling

modes common in software switches, and the motivation behind scheduling packet in

batches.

Scheduling in the context of data flow graphs means to decide which module to execute

next. The goal of the scheduler is to provide efficiency and fairness: efficiency is ultimately

determined by the amount of load the system can process from the ingress modules

to the egress modules and fairness is generally measured by the extent to which the

eventual resource allocation is rate-proportional [46]. Here, limited CPU resources need to

be allocated between competing modules based on the combination of the offered load (or

arrival rate) for the module and its processing cost. Intuitively, if either one of these metrics

is fixed then the CPU allocation should be proportional to the other metric. Consider the

example in Figure 2.1; if the two modules have the same CPU cost but NF1 has twice the

offered load than NF2, then we want it to have twice the CPU time allocated, and hence

twice the output rate, relative to NF2. Alternatively, if the NFs have the same offered load

but NF1 incurs twice the processing cost then we expect it to get twice as much CPU time,

resulting in both modules having roughly the same output rate.

Splitter

NF1

NF2

flo
w1

flow2

Figure 2.1: A Sample Packet Processing Data Flow Graph: a two-way splitter with two

network functions (NFs). Both NFs incur one unit of execution cost per each processed

batch and another one unit per each packet in the batch; the splitter incurs negligible cost.

The graph has 2 service chains (or flows), one taking the upper and one taking the lower

path.

Scheduling Modes

Two main scheduling modes are used in data flow graph processing that aim to pro-

vide efficiency and rate-proportional fairness: explicit scheduling and run-to-completion

execution.
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Explicit scheduling. In explicit scheduling a standalonemechanism runs side-by-sidewith

the data flow graph and executes modules in the given order. A typical example is Weighted

Fair Queueing (WFQ) or Completely Fair Scheduling (CFS), where the user assigns integer

weights to modules and the scheduler ensures that the runtime resource allocation will be

proportional to modules’ weight [47]. WFQ does not provide rate-proportional fairness out

of the box; e.g., in the example of Figure 2.1, NF1 will not receive more CPU time when its

offered load (asymmetric rate) or processing cost (asymmetric cost) is twice that of NF2 (see

Figure 2.2). Correspondingly, WFQ schedulers need substantial tweaking to approximate

rate-proportional fairness, and need further optimization to avoid head-of-line blocking

and late drops along a service chain [46]. Even running the scheduler itself may incur

non-trivial runtime overhead. Worse still, for uneven offered load/processing cost or a

biased weight allocation, packets may get dropped inside the data flow graph when internal

queues overflow; this may be a feature (e.g.,when we want to apply rate-limitation or traffic

policing via the scheduler) or a bug (when useful traffic gets lost at an under-provisioned

queue).
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(b) Asymmetric cost

Figure 2.2: Rate-proportional fairness in WFQ and run-to-completion scheduling on the

pipeline of Figure 2.1; in the asymmetric rate case (NF1 receives twice the offered load of

NF2 and CPU costs are equal) and asymmetric cost case (same offered load but NF1 needs

twice as much CPU time to process a packet as NF2). Packet rate is in mpps and delay is in

µsec, and denotes the first flow (flow1), while denotes the second flow (flow2) as in

Figure 2.1.

Run-to-completion execution. This scheduling mode eliminates the explicit scheduler

and its runtime overhead all together. In run-to-completion execution the entire input

batch is traced though the data flow graph in one shot, by upstream modules automatically
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scheduling downstream modules whenever there is work to be done [48, 22]. As a con-

sequence, this is a non-preemptive schedule. As Figure 2.2 shows, this model introduces

much smaller delay vs. explicit scheduling, as it needs no internal queues. In addition,

run-to-completion provides rate-proportional fairness out-of-the-box, even without addi-

tional tweaking: when NF1 receives twice the load it automatically gets twice the CPU

share (asymmetric rate), and similarly when NF1 is twice as costly as NF2 it automatically

gets twice the share and the output rates remain balanced (asymmetric cost). Moreover,

run-to-completion eliminates head-of-line blocking and internal packet drops. This yields

an appealingly simple “schedulerless” design. When the load is symmetric (not shown in

Figure 2.2) we experienced a persistent 30% packet rate reduction with WFQ compared to

run-to-completion due to the runtime overhead of the scheduler. On the other hand, since

module execution order is automatically fixed by the data flow graph and the scheduler

cannot by itself drop packets, the share of CPU time a module gets is determined by

the offered load only. This makes enforcing rate-type SLOs through a run-to-completion

scheduler difficult. In our example, if NF2 receives twice the packet rate of NF1 then it will

receive twice the CPU share, and hence the second flow will have twice the output rate,

even though we may want this to be the other way around.

Hierarchical schedulingMost packet processing engines default to run-to-completion

execution at the lowest-level of the scheduling hierarchy due to its simple implementation,

zero overhead, small delay, and rate-proportionality. The data flow graph is decomposed

into smaller functional blocks (often called as tasks) that use RTC to schedule the modules

inside the block. For traffic shaping and rate-limitation an explicit (WFQ) scheduler is used

to decide which block to run next. Many packet processing engines (e.g., BESS [22] and

VPP [49]) use this approach.

Batch-scheduling

A near-universal technique to improve the performance of packet processing engines

is batching: collect multiple packets into a single burst and perform the same operation

on all the packets in one shot. Batch-processing alone often yields a 2–5× performance

boost. Prior art [24, 50, 51, 17, 16, 48] highlights the efficiency of batch-processing. For

a demonstration, we performed packet processing micro-benchmarks with built-in net-

work functions in two popular software switches: BESS [22] and FastClick [9]. In these

micro-benchmarks we measured the throughput by increasing packet batch size. For each
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measurement point we averaged 3 consecutive runs. Results in Figure 2.3 show that batch-

ing indeed improves performance. For an example, ACL or NAT function is up to 4× as

efficient on batches containing 32 packets compared to single-packet batches.
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LPM (B) StaticNAT (B) RandomSplit (B) DPDKACL (B)

ExactMatch (B) RoundRobinSwitch (FC) RandomSwitch (FC) Bypass (FC)

Figure 2.3: Maximum packet rate (in millions of packets per second) over network function

micro-benchmarks in BESS [22] (marked with B) and in FastClick [9] (FC) when varying

the input batch size.

Many factors are contributing to the efficiency of batch-processing; next, we highlight

some of the most important ones [51, 24].

Reduce per-packet overhead. Executing a network function on a packet has non-

negligible costs in terms of I/O, memory management, scheduling and function call over-

head, accounting, and so on. Batching amortizes the fix cost component over multiple

packets.

CPU cache usage. Executing an operation on a multiple packets in one turn improves

CPU cache usage, as that instruction cache filled by the first packet and processing the

rest of the packets happens without a cache miss, later packets can be prefetched from

main memory ahead of time, and data cache locality also improves. In fact, VPP modules

are deliberately optimized so that entire code fits into the instruction cache, which yields

very low cache miss rate [50, 24].
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Loop unrolling. Compilers often unroll loops over packets into dual- or quad-loops (2

or 4 iterations at a time), in order to remove branch instructions and eliminate much of

the branch predictor errors, and to keep the CPU pipeline full. Loop unrolling, of course,

improves performance only if there are multiple packets to process in each module call.

SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions. Data-level parallelism means

doing the same work on multiple packets simultaneously. Modern processors include

sophisticated SIMD instruction sets (SSE/AVX/Neon/etc.), which allow to perform the same

operation on 4–32 packets of a batch in parallel, for the cost of a single instruction.

2.2 Problem Formulation

While batching is indeed important and necessary to deliver high throughput, low latency,

and to meet service level objectives (SLOs), its use is not a panacea. Unfortunately, even

if the packet processing engine receives packets in bursts containing up to 256 or 1024

packets each, batches tend to break up as they progress through the pipeline. Such batch-

fragmentation may happen in a multi-protocol network stack, where packet batches are

broken into smaller per-protocol batches to be processed by the appropriate protocol

modules (e.g., pure Ethernet, IPv4, IPv6, unicast/multicast, MPLS, etc.) [52, 53]; by a load-

balancer that splits a large batch into smaller batches to be sent to different backends/CPUs

for processing [8]; in an OpenFlow/P4 match-action pipeline where different flow table

entries may appoint different next-stage flow tables for different packets in a batch [33,

34, 35], or in essentially any DPDK-based packet processing engine along the branches

of the data flow graph (splitters) [30, 23, 9, 22, 49]. In fact, any operation that involves

matching input packets against a lookup table and distributing them to multiple next-stage

processing modules may cause packet batches to fragment [17]. Worse still, fragmentation

at subsequent match-tables combine multiplicatively; e.g., VRF-splitting on 16 VLANs

followed by an IP lookup on 16 next-hops may easily break up a single batch of 256

packets into 256 distinct batches containing one packet each. Processing packets in the

resultant small chunks takes a huge toll on the compute efficiency of the pipeline, which

was designed and optimized for batch-processing in the first place [53, 24, 50]. Batch-

fragmentation is quite dynamic, depending on the input traffic profile, the offered load,

the packet processing graph, the NFs, and flow table configuration; therefore, modeling

and quantifying the resultant performance loss is challenging [51].
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Trivially, fragmented batches can be “de-fragmented” using queuing, which delays the

execution of an operation until enough packets line up at the input [48, 18, 22, 16]. This way,

processing occurs over larger batches, leading to potentially significant batch-processing

gains. However, queuing packets, thereby artificially slowing down a pipeline in order

to speed it up, is tricky [53, 52]; a suboptimal queuing decision can easily cause delay to

skyrocket. Figure 2.1 shows a motivating example: if two batches containing 2 packets

each enter the pipeline then unbuffered execution incurs 8 units of execution cost, as the

splitter breaks up each batch into two batches containing one packet each. Placing a queue

at the NF inputs, however, enables recovery of the full batches, bringing the execution

cost down to 6 units (1 unit per the single batch processed and 2 units per the 2 packets in

the batch) but increasing delay to 2 full turnaround times. For a k-way splitter the cost

of an unbuffered execution over k batches including k packets each would be 2k2
, which

buffering would reduce to k+ k2
; this yields about 2× batch-processing gain at the cost of

k× queuing delay.

Of course, packet processing cannot be delayed for an arbitrarily long time to recover

batches in full, since this may violate the service level objectives (SLOs) posed by different

applications. A typical tactile internet and robot control use case requires 1–10 msec

one-way, end-to-end, 99th percentile latency [43]; the 5G radio access/mobile core requires

5–10 msec; and reliable speech/video transport requires delay below 250 msec. At the

extreme, certain industry automation, 5G inter-base-station and antenna synchronization,

algorithmic stock trading, and distributed memory cache applications limit the one-way

latency to 10-100 µsec [54, 12].

The key observation here is that optimal batch-scheduling in a packet processing pipeline

is a fine balancing act to control queue backlogs, so that processing occurs in as large batches

as possible while each flow traversing the pipeline is scheduled just fast enough to comply

with the SLOs.

We tackle two inherent deficiencies in high-speed packet processing reality: the lack

of an adequate abstraction for controlling module execution order in a run-to-completion

data flow graph, and the difficulty of controlling modules’ queue backlogs in a way so

that processing occurs in as large batches as possible while, at the same time, each service

chain receives enough resources to comply with SLOs.
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2.3 New Results

We present new results as follows: first, we quantify the performance gain of processing

packets in batches, then using this quantification, we create a system model to describe

WFQ or RTC data-flow-graph batch-scheduling. Then, we formulate the optimal data-

flow-graph batch-scheduling with delay-SLOs in the model. Lastly, we show that a deep

equivalence holds between RTC and WFQ under a set of given assumptions.

2.3.1 Quantifying Batch-processing Gain

As Figure 2.3 highlights, different packet-processing functions may benefit differently from

batch-processing; e.g., a module processing packets in a tight loop may benefit less than a

heavily SIMD-optimized one. This will then affect batch-scheduling: reconstructing batches

at the input of a lightweight module might not be worth the additional queuing delay, as

there is very little efficiency gain to be obtained this way, whereas highly batch-sensitive

and expensive modules should always receive de-fragmented batches to maximize their

performance.

Figure 2.4 provides a service time profile as the execution time for some selected BESS

modules [22] as the function of the batch size. The selected modules are:

a) LPM: a Longest-Prefix Match on an IPv4 header,

b) DPDKACL: a DPDK-optimized Access-Control List implementation,

c) NAT: IPv4 Network Address Translation,

d) ExactMatch: matches arbitrary packet fields (or bit positions) to preset values.

Executing the empty pipeline requires 43 nsec. All results are normalized with respect to

this cost. We observe two distinct execution time components.

The per-batch cost component, denoted by Tv,0 [sec] for a module v, characterizes the

constant cost that is incurred just for calling the module on a batch, independently from

the number of packets in the batch.

The per-packet cost component Tv,1, [
sec/pkt], on the other hand, models the execution

cost of each individual packet in the batch. A linear model seems a good fit for the service

time profiles: accordingly we shall use the linear regression Tv = Tv,0 + Tv,1bv [sec] to

describe the execution cost of a module v where bv is the batch-size, i.e., the average

number of packets in the batches received by module v. The coefficient of determination
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Figure 2.4: Service-time Profile: Execution time [nsec] for different modules as the function

of the input batch size, averaged over 10 runs at 100, 000 batches per second. The inset
gives the batchiness βv and the linear regression Tv,0 + Tv,1bv. Observe the effects of

quad-loop/SIMD optimization for the DPDK-based ACL module at batch size 4, 8, and 16.

R2
of this model is above 96% in our tests, indicating a good fit for the linear model.

The per-batch and per-packet components determine the potential batch-processing

gain on different packet processing modules. We quantify this gain with the batchiness

measure βv , the ratio of the effort needed to process B packets in a single batch of size B

through module v compared to the case when processing occurs inB distinct single-packet

batches:

βv =
Tv,0 +B ∗ Tv,1

B(Tv,0 + Tv,1)
∼ Tv,1

Tv,0 + Tv,1

for large B . (2.1)

Batchiness varies between 0 and 1; small βv indicates substantial processing gain

on module v, while modules with βv ∼ 1 are dominated by the per-packet cost, thus

can not benefit from processing large batches. The relatively small batchiness measures

in Figure 2.4 suggest that most real-world packet-processing functions are particularly

sensitive to batch size.
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2.3.2 System Model

We introduce an expressive mathematical model for SLO-based batch-scheduling, so that

we can reason about the performance and delay in a batch-processing pipeline analytically

and fine tune batch de-fragmentation subject to delay-SLOs. We also fix the set of basic

assumptions under which the resultant mathematical program is convex and, consequently,

the optimal schedule is well-defined. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analytical

model of run-to-completion batch-scheduling.

Concepts

This section presents components of the system model. Although we use BESS [22] termi-

nology and definitions, the model is general enough to apply for other packet processing

engines. Main conceptual components of the model are the following:

Data flow graph.We model the pipeline as a directed graph G = (V,E), with modules

v ∈ V and directed links (u, v) ∈ E representing the connections between modules. A

module v is a combination of a (FIFO) ingress queue and a network function at the egress

connected back-to-back (see Figure 2.5). Input gates (or ingates) are represented as in-arcs

(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ V and output gates (or outgates) as out-arcs (v, u) ∈ E : u ∈ V . At

execution, the network function creates a new batch from the packets it finds in the ingress

queue, executes the requested operation on all packets of the batch, and then forms new

sub-batches from the resultant packets and places these to the appropriate output gates. A

batch sent to an outgate (v, u) of v will appear at the corresponding ingate, and hence in

the ingress queue, of u at the next execution of u. Modules never drop packets; we assume

that whenever an ACL module or a rate-limiter would drop a packet it will rather send

it to a dedicated “drop” gate, so that we can account for lost packets. A standard (FIFO)

queue is a module with an empty network function.

Batch processing. Packets are injected into the ingress, transmitted from the egress, and

processed from outgates to ingates along data flow graph arcs, in batches [24, 50, 30, 22, 34].

We do not require, however, that passing packets inside the pipeline also occur in batches;

if available, internal batching significantly improves performance [24, 50, 30, 22, 34], but

even purely per-packet pipelines benefit from processing packets in large batches [34].

We denote the maximum batch size by B, a system-wide parameter. For the Linux kernel

and DPDK B = 32 or B = 64 are usual settings, VPP sets the batch size to 256 packets
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Figure 2.5: A Module is a Combination of a (FIFO) Ingress Queue and a Network function

at the egress connected back-to-back.

by default [24], while GPU/NIC offload often works with B = 1024 or even larger to

maximize I/O efficiency [18, 55].

Splitters/mergers. Any module may have multiple ingates (merger) and/or multiple

outgates (splitter), or may have no ingate or outgate at all. A packet parser module may feed

multiple different protocol modules based on the header fields parsed out from each packet,

while an IP Lookup module would distribute packets to several downstream branches,

each performing group processing for a different next-hop, by matching the IP destination

address against a routing table stored in the module (splitter); a NAT module may multiplex

traffic from multiple ingates (merger); and an IP Checksum module would apply to a single

datapath flow (single-ingate – single-outgate). Certain modules are represented without

ingates, such as a NIC receive queue or an in-band packet generator; we call these ingress

modules S. Similarly, a module with no outgates (e.g., a NIC transmit queue) is an egress

module, or a sink. Denote the set of egress modules by O.

Compute resources. A worker is an abstraction for a CPU core, where each worker

w ∈ W is modeled as a connected subgraph Gw = (Vw, Ew) of G with strictly one ingress

module Sw = {sw} executing on the same CPU. We assume that when a data flow graph

has multiple ingress modules then each ingress is assigned to a separate worker, with

packets passing between workers over double-ended queues. A typical setup is to dedicate

a worker to each receive queue of each NIC and then duplicate the entire data flow graph

for each worker. Each worker may run a separate explicit scheduler to distribute CPU

time across the modules in the worker graph, or it may rely on run-to-completion; see

Section 2.1 for an overview.

Flows. A flow f = (pf , Rf , Df ), f ∈ F is our abstraction for a service chain, where pf

is a path through G from the flow’s ingress module to the egress module, Rf denotes

the offered packet rate at the worker ingress, and Df is the delay-SLO, the maximum
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permitted latency for any packet of f to reach the egress. What constitutes a flow, however,

will be use case specific: in an L3 router a flow is comprised of all traffic destined to a

single next-hop or port; in a mobile gateway a flow is a complex combination of a user

selector and a bearer selector; in a programmable software switch flows are completely

configuration-dependent and dynamic. Correspondingly, flow-dissection in a low-level

packet processing engine cannot rely on the Receive Side Scaling (RSS)/Receive Packet

Steering (RPS) function supplied by the NIC, which is confined to VLANs and the IP

5-tuple [8, 48]. Rather, in our framework flow dispatching occurs intrinsically as part of the

data flow graph; accordingly, we presume that match-tables (splitters) are set up correctly

to ensure that the packets of each flow f will traverse the data flow graph along the path

pf associated with f .

System Variables

Built on the presented concepts, we define the following system variables to describe the

dynamics of a running packet processing engine. We use these variables to formulate the

optimal batch-scheduler for WFQ in Section 2.3.3 and for RTC in Section 2.3.4.

Batch rate xv [
1/sec]: the number of batches per second entering the network function in

module v (see again Figure 2.5).

Batch size bv [pkt]: the average number of packets per batch at the input of the network

function in module v, where bv ∈ [1, B] and, recall, B is the maximum allowed batch size.

Packet rate rv [pkt/sec]: the number of packets per second traversing module v: rv = xvbv .

Maximum delay tv [sec]: delay contribution of module v to the total delay of packets

traversing it. We model tv as

tv = tv,queue + tv,svc = 1/xv + (Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) , (2.2)

where tv,queue = 1/xv is the queuing delay by Little’s law [56] and tv,svc = Tv,0 + Tv,1bv is

the processing time needed to execute the network function in module v on all packets in

a batch of size bv according the module’s profile (see Section 2.3.1). In fact, this is the delay

experienced by the last packet of the batch.

System load lv (dimensionless): the network function in module v with service time tv,svc

executed xv times per second incurs lv = xvtv,svc = xv(Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) system load in the

worker.
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Turnaround-time T0 [sec]: the maximum CPU time the system may spend pushing a

single batch through the pipeline. The turnaround time typically varies with the type and

number of packets in each batch, the queue backlogs, etc.; correspondingly, we usually

consider the time to execute all modules on maximum sized batches as an upper bound on

the turnaround time:

T0 ≤
∑
v∈V

(Tv,0 + Tv,1B) . (2.3)

Note that the use of Little’s law to model queue latency is correct only in the case

if the entire content of the queue is consumed in one step by the subsequent module.

Correspondingly, we will need to ensure that any module is scheduled frequently enough

so that no more than B packets line up in the ingress queue.

Table of Variables

Table 2.1 summarizes variables of modules v ∈ V and flows f ∈ F in the system.

Name Description

M
od

ul
e

xv # of batches per second on the ingress

bv avg # of packets in batches

Rv total offered packet rate, Rv =
∑

f :v∈pf Rf

rv avg # of packets per second, rv = xvbv

tv delay contribution, see (2.2)

lv system load contribution

Tv,0 per-batch cost component

Tv,1 per-packet cost component

βv batchiness measure, see (2.1)

Fl
ow

pf path

Rf assigned rate

Df delay-SLO

tf delay

Table 2.1: Data-Flow-Graph Batch-scheduling Model Variables.
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Assumptions

Our aim is to define the simplest possible batch-processing model that still allows us to

reason about flows’ packet rate and maximum delay, and modules’ batch-efficiency. The

below assumptions will help to keep the model at the minimum. However, to adapt the

model for realistic scenarios these assumptions will be relaxed later in Chapter 3.

A1 Lossless Execution: We assume that the total packet rate at the pipeline ingresses

equals the total packet rate at the egresses:

∑
s∈S Rs =

∑
d∈O Rd. This assumption

will generally hold true as long as modules never intentionally drop packets and the

A3 Feasibility assumption holds, and therefore internal queues never overflow.

A2 Single-core/Single-queue: Single ingress on each worker. We assume that when

a data flow graph has multiple ingress modules then each ingress is assigned to a

separate worker, with packets passing between workers over double-ended queues.

A3 Feasibility:We assume that the pipeline runs on a single worker and this worker

has enough capacity to meet the delay-SLOs. In the next chapter, we show a heuristic

method to decompose a data flow graph tomultiple workers to address SLO violations

stemming from inadequate resources.

A4 Static FlowRate:All flows are considered constant-bit-rate (CBR) during the control

period (usually in the millisecond time frame). This assumption will be critical for

the polynomial tractability of the model. In Chapter 3, we relax this assumption by

incorporating the model into a receding-horizon optimal control framework that

will allow to re-assign traffic rates in the model at each control period.

2.3.3 Optimal Explicit Data-Flow-Graph Batch-scheduling

In this section we formulate the optimal explicit (WFQ) data-flow-graph batch-scheduling

in the presented data flow graph scheduling model.

Workers typically run an explicit scheduler to distribute CPU time across the modules

in the worker graph. The WFQ scheduler runs side-by-side with the pipeline and decides

which module to execute next. Common examples include Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)

and Completely Fair Scheduling (CFS) [57]; here, the user assigns numerical weights to

modules and the scheduler ensures that runtime resource allocation will be proportional to
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modules’ weight [47]. For simplicity, we consider an idealized WFQ/CFS scheduler instead,

where execution order is defined in terms per-module rates and not weights; rates will be

converted to weights later.

The idealized scheduler runs each module precisely at the requested rate. When sched-

uled, the modules’ network function dequeues at most a single batch worth of packets

from the ingress queue, executes the requested operation on all packets of the batch, forms

new sub-batches from processed packets and places these to the appropriate outgates.

In this setting, we seek for a set of rates xv at which each module v ∈ V needs to be

executed to satisfy the SLOs. If multiple such rate allocations exist, then we aim to choose

the one that minimizes the overall system load.

Recall, executing module v exactly xv times per second presents lv = xvtv,svc =

xv(Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) load to the system. The objective function, correspondingly, is to find

rates xv that minimize the total system load

∑
v∈V lv, taken across all modules:

min
∑
v∈V

xv(Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) . (2.4)

Once scheduled, module v will process at most bv ∈ [1, B] packets through the network

function, contributing tv,svc = Tv,0+Tv,1bv delay to the total latency of each flow traversing

it. To comply with the delay-SLOs, for each flow f it must hold that the total time spent

by any packet in the worker ingress queue, plus the time needed to send a packet through

the flow’s path pf , must not exceed the delay requirementDf for f . Using that the ingress

queue of size B may develop a backlog for only at most one turnaround time T0 (recall,

we assume a single worker and each queue holds at most B packets), and also using (2.2),

we get the following delay-SLO constraint:

tf = T0 +
∑
v∈pf

(1/xv + Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) ≤ Df ∀f ∈ F . (2.5)

Each module v ∈ V must be scheduled frequently enough so that it can handle the total

offered packet rate Rv =
∑

f :v∈pf Rf , i.e., the sum of the requested rate Rf of each flow f

traversing v (recall, we assume flow rates Rf are constant). This results the following rate

constraint:

rv = xvbv =
∑

f :v∈pf

Rf = Rv ∀v ∈ V . (2.6)
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Finally, the backlog bv at any of the ingress queues across the pipeline can never exceed

the queue size B and, of course, all system variables must be non-negative:

1 ≤ bv ≤ B, xv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V . (2.7)

Together, (2.4)–(2.7) defines an optimization problem which provides the required

static scheduling rate xv and batch size bv for each module v to satisfy the SLOs while

maximizing the batch-processing gain. This of course needs the turnaround time T0;

one may use the approximation (2.3) to get a conservative estimate. Then, substituting

bv =
∑

f :v∈pf
Rf/xv = Rv/xv using (2.6), we get the following system of optimal weighted-fair

queuing data-flow-graph batch-scheduling, now with only the batch-scheduling rates xv as

variables:

min
∑
v∈V

xv(Tv,0 + Tv,1
Rv

xv

) (2.8)

tf = T0 +
∑
v∈pf

(
1

xv

+ Tv,0 + Tv,1
Rv

xv

)
≤ Df ∀f ∈ F (2.9)

Rv/B ≤ xv ≤ Rv ∀v ∈ V (2.10)

Theorem 2.1. The optimal weighted-fair queuing data-flow-graph batch-scheduling problem

is polynomially tractable and the optimal WFQ batch-scheduling is unique and well-defined.

Proof. First, we prove the problem presented in (2.8)–(2.10) is convex. The objective func-

tion (2.8) is convex. The feasible region in (2.9) and (2.10) is convex. Since both the objective

function and the feasible region are convex, the optimization problem itself is convex. Due

to the convex nature of the optimization problem, the problem is polynomially tractable and

the optimal setting for the fractional buffer triggers is unique and well-defined [58, 59].

Setting the scheduling weights proportionally to rates xv results in the optimal batch-

scheduling on a WFQ/CFS scheduler [47]. In addition, it is simple to check whether the

system can satisfy the required SLOs (i.e., that the schedule is feasible): if the allowed

system load is at most, say, N , where N could denote the number of CPUs dedicated to

packet processing, then it is enough to check whether the optimal objective function value

does not exceed N .
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2.3.4 Optimal Run-To-Completion Data-Flow-Graph

Batch-scheduling

Similarly to WFQ schedule, we formulate the optimal run-to-completion (RTC) data-flow-

graph batch-scheduling using the presented data flow graph scheduling model.

WFQ/CFS schedulers offer a plausible way to control batch de-fragmentation via the

per-module weights. At the same time, often additional tweaking is required to avoid head-

of-line blocking and late drops along flow paths [46], and even running the scheduler itself

may incur non-trivial runtime overhead. Run-to-completion execution, on the other hand,

eliminates the WFQ scheduler all together, by tracing the entire input batch though the

data flow graph in one shot, by upstream modules automatically scheduling downstream

modules whenever there is work to be done [48, 22]. This yields a simple “schedulerless”

design without the risk of head-of-line blocking and internal packet drops [48, 22]. Our

second batch-scheduler will therefore adopt run-to-completion execution.

The idea in run-to-completion scheduling is elegantly simple. The worker checks the

input queue in a tight loop and, whenever the queue is not empty, it reads a single batch

and injects it into pipeline at the ingress module. On execution, each module will process

a single batch, place the resulting packets at the outgates potentially breaking the input

batch into multiple smaller output batches, and then recursively schedule the downstream

modules in order to consume the sub-batches from the outgates. This way, the input batch

proceeds through the entire pipeline in a single shot until the last packet of the batch

completes execution, at which point the worker returns to draining the ingress queue.

Since upstream modules will automatically schedule a downstream module whenever

there is a packet waiting to be processed, run-to-completion execution does not permit us

to control when individual modules are to be executed. This makes it difficult to enforce

SLOs, especially rate-type SLOs, and to delay module execution to de-fragment batches.

Below, we introduce a new queuing abstraction, the fractional buffer, which nevertheless

lets us exert fine-grained control over modules’ input batch size. The fractional buffer is

similar to Nagle’s algorithm [60], originally conceived in RFC 896 to improve the efficiency

of TCP/IP networks by squashing multiple small messages into a single packet. The backlog

is controlled so as to keep end-to-end delay reasonable. Indeed, Nagle’s algorithm exploits

the same batch-efficiency gain over the network as we intend to exploit in the context of

compute-batching, motivating our choice to apply it whenever there is sufficient latency
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slack available.

A fractional buffer maintains an internal FIFO queue and exposes a single parameter to

the control plane called the trigger b, which enables tight control of the queue backlog and

thereby the delay. The buffer will enqueue packets and suppress execution of downstream

modules until the backlog reaches b, at which point a packet batch of size b is consumed

from the queue, processed in a single burst through the succeeding module, and execution

of downstream modules is resumed.

To understand how fractional buffers relate to conventional WFQ scheduling and how

this new abstraction allows us to control batch-scheduling under the run-to-completion

execution regime, consider the following simple analogy. Imagine that stage-coaches

provide transit service between post-houses and the owners want each stage-coach to

run full so that fix per stage-coach-line costs spread over as many passengers as possible.

Stage-coaches, therefore, should be scheduled so that enough passengers line up at the post-

houses before each coach starts. However, this may cause substantial delay for individual

passengers, especially at low-traffic lines where one may need to wait a lot for enough

passengers to line up. A WFQ schedule in this analogy is a time-table that gives the

exact starting time for each stage-coach, whereas a run-to-completion schedule using

the “fractional buffer” abstraction with the trigger b boils down to the order for each

state-coach: “start no sooner than b passengers become available”.

We call the attention to some important design decisions. First, we intentionally define

the trigger in the batch-size domain and not as a perhaps more intuitive timeout [60], since

timeouts would re-introduce an WFQ scheduler into the otherwise “schedulerless” design.

Similarly, we could in theory let the buffer to emit a batch larger than b whenever enough

packets are available; we intentionally restrict the output batch to size b as this way we

can tightly control downstream batch size.

What remains is to rewrite the optimization model (2.8)–(2.10) from WFQ module

execution rates xv to fractional buffer triggers bv. Interestingly, jumping from rate-based

scheduling to the run-to-completion mode is as simple as substituting variables: if we

replace the ingress queue with a fractional buffer with trigger bv in each module v, then

the subsequent network function will experience a batch rate of xv = Rv/bv at batch size
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bv. Substituting this into the optimization problem (2.4)–(2.7) yields the optimal run-to-

completion data-flow-graph batch-scheduling with variables bv : v ∈ V :

min
∑
v∈V

Rv

bv
(Tv,0 + Tv,1bv) (2.11)

tf = T0 +
∑
v∈pf

(
bv
Rv

+ Tv,0 + Tv,1bv

)
≤ Df ∀f ∈ F (2.12)

1 ≤ bv ≤ B ∀v ∈ V (2.13)

Theorem 2.2. The optimal run-to-completion data-flow-graph batch-scheduling problem

is polynomially tractable and the optimal run-to-completion batch-schedule is unique and

well-defined.

Proof. First, we prove the problem presented in (2.11)–(2.13) is convex. The objective

function (2.11) is convex. The feasible region in (2.12) and (2.13) is convex. These result a

convex optimization problem. Due to the convex nature of the optimization problem, the

problem is polynomially tractable and the optimal setting for the fractional buffer triggers

is unique and well-defined [58, 59].

In addition to Theroem 2.2, the feasible region is linear, which makes the problem

tractable for even the simplest of convex solvers. For estimating the turnaround time T0

we can again use the conservative estimate of (2.3).

2.3.5 Equivalence of Optimal Batch-scheduling in WFQ and RTC

The optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling can be expressed in our model for both ex-

plicit and run-to-completion schedule. Explicit (WFQ) schedule conforms SLOs, meanwhile

a run-to-completion schedule has minimal overhead. The conversion from a feasible WFQ

scheduling to RTC scheduling minimizes the scheduler overhead while keeps conforming

SLOs. In this section, we show that this conversion is doable as long as the assumptions

from Section 2.3.2 hold.

Theorem 2.3. Any feasible system state in The optimal WFQ data-flow-graph batch-

scheduling problem is also attainable with the optimal RTC data-flow-graph batch-scheduling

problem under assumptions A1, A2, A3, and A4.
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Proof. The substitution xv = Rv/bv enables switching between the formulations of the two

batch-scheduling problem. This substitution can be done since batch-sizes are bounded

and non-zero bv ∈ [1, B], ∀v ∈ V in (2.13). Similarly, (2.7) guarantees xv > 0, ∀v ∈ V .

Hence, any feasible batch-rate xv : v ∈ V in the WFQ scheduling problem (2.8)–(2.10) to

an equivalent set of fractional buffer triggers bv : v ∈ V in the run-to-completion problem

(2.11)–(2.13) and vice versa under the assumptions of the model (recall Section 2.3.2).

To put Theorem 2.3 it another way, any system state (collection of flow rates and delays)

feasible under the WFQ scheduling model is also attainable with a sufficient run-to-completion

schedule. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an equivalence between

the two crucial data flow-graph scheduling models is shown. We note however that the

assumptions in Section 2.3.2 are critical for the equivalence to hold. For instance, WFQ

scheduling allows for a “lossy” schedule whereas a run-to-completion schedule is lossless

by nature; under theA3 Feasibility assumption, however, both models will result in feasible

schedules without any packet loss and hence the equivalence holds.

Note, however, that the assumptions are important for the equivalence to hold; in

particular, WFQ scheduling allows lossy operation (if a module is not scheduled frequently

enough to keep the backlog bounded then the input queue will overflow, leading to a

packet loss), whereas a RTC schedule is lossless by nature (we believe this is actually not a

limitation but an important feature for RTC); our result is the first one to point out the

equivalence between these two popular scheduling modes for data flow graphs.

2.4 Related Work

In this Section we briefly overview work related to data flow graph abstraction and batch-

scheduling in networking and beyond. Data flow graphs are universal in data-intensive

applications, such as multimedia [39, 61], machine learning [38], and robot control [62].

However, most of the previous work on graph scheduling considers a different context.

In [63, 64] the task is to find an optimal starting time for the parallel execution of processing

nodes given dependency chains encoded as a graph, while [65] considers the version of

the scheduling problem where graph-encoded dependencies exist on the input jobs rather

than on the processing nodes. None of these works takes batch-processing into account.

Digital Signal Processing applications are modeled as Synchronous Data Flow Graphs
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(SDFGs) in which nodes represent processing components arcs describing the control

flow are implemented as FIFO queues. Moreover, the number of data samples produced or

consumed by components in an SDFG are known a priori [66]. This relaxation enables

implementation of a SDFG static schedule even in a multiprocessor environment [67].

This static schedule provides a predictable performance [68]. The SDFG performance

can be further increased by using buffers on graph arcs instead of queues [66, 67, 68];

meanwhile effective latency optimizing heuristics for SDFGs are available [68]. The SDFG

computation model is constrained, but is very straightforward in Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) and in stream processing as long as the flow rate tends to be constant and includes

no conditional branching. For example, the SDFG static schedule was tailored for audio

processing workloads [37]. To enable implementation of more complex programs, the

SDFG model was further generalized to cyclo-static data flow graphs [69] and dynamic

data flow graphs [70] enabling dynamic behavior such as conditional branching, and

dynamic scheduling. With these generalizations, dynamic data flow graphs tend to be

used in DSP, stream/media processing [71] and machine learning [38]. These data flow

graph representations are too strict and rigid for software switching context. One hand,

network functions can be arbitrarily complex (e.g.,NFs reading/writing states in an external

key-value store). On the other hand, software switches use various (batch-)scheduling

modes (recall Section 2.1). Our model was designed to cover software switching context.

In networking context, data flow graph scheduling is widely used in service chains of

programmable software switches [23, 9, 22, 49, 26] or NFV frameworks [8, 72, 25]. In these

systems the main scheduling modes are explicit scheduling (e.g., NFVnice [46] introduces

a dynamic back-pressure in WFQ scheduling), run-to-completion (e.g., NetBricks [26]),

or hierarchical combination of the two (e.g., BESS [22] and VPP [49]) (recall Section 2.1).

Enabling Service Level Objectives in these systems and schedule modes is targeted by

many techniques. Most models, such as ours, require profiling data to predict performance

or test SLO conformance. Bolt [73] provides an NF profiling tool that evaluates execution

times of NF implementations. Using such profiling information enables better utilization

of existing resources [74, 75, 76], and optimizing scheduling [46]. However, NFs might

interfere with each other during execution thus introducing errors on profile data. ResQ [77]

uses CPU cache isolation to solve the noisy neighbor problem while SLOMO [78] uses

machine-learning to predict performance of co-located NFs. Importance of batching and

controlling batch-size to enforce delay-SLOs is shown by works [18, 17, 16] extending NFs
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to GPU-accelerated systems.

A highly relevant software switch modeling work is a discrete-model [51] for batch-

scheduling modern software switches (VPP in this case). This model assumes polling I/O

batching: packets arrive to an ingress queue, and the software switch reads packets from

this queue in batches. Distribution of the ingress queue size is used as the main performance

indicator in the model, deriving relevant performance metrics from it. The queue is modeled

with an embedded Markov-chain in which embeddings occur immediately before busy

polling event. As opposed to our model presented in this chapter, this discrete model

focuses only on the ingress queue, hence it does not cover the details of batch-scheduling

the software switch data flow graph.

2.5 Summary

In this Chapter we present optimal batch-scheduling with delay-SLOs. First, we intro-

duce the main data-flow-graph batch-scheduling modes used in software switches, namely

weighted-fair-queuing (WFQ) and run-to-completion (RTC).WFQprovides rate-proportional

execution, but introduces a significant scheduler overhead. On the contrary, RTC provides

a fast and “schedulerless” execution, but does not support rate control and its execution

is hard to control due to its non-preemptive nature. Meanwhile, RTC is widely used in

software switches due to its low overhead and simple implementation.

We show processing packets in batches is important and quantifiable aspect of high-

performance packet processing; unfortunately, batches tend to fragment while traversing

the data flow graph. We introduce a comprehensive model to show de-fragmenting batches

improves performance in both WFQ and RTC. To overcome the control limitation of

RTC, we introduce a fractional buffer to inject buffers into the data flow graph to control

execution of modules.

We formulate the optimal batch-scheduling for both WFQ and RTC scheduling modes.

We show that under a set of assumptions both problem are convex and yield a unique

solution. We present the conversion between the two scheduling modes, and we highlight

a deep equivalence between RTC and WFQ scheduling under the given assumptions.



Chapter 3

Implementing Optimal
Batch-Scheduling with Service Level
Objectives

The deep equivalence between weighted-fair-queuing and run-to-completion optimal data-

flow-graph batch-scheduling shown in Section 2.3.5 opens up possibilities to enforce SLOs

in RTC-scheduled data flow graphs. As a consequence, software switches could combine

the low overhead and great performance of RTC with performance guarantees of WFQ

such as delay-SLOs. However, assumptions presented in Section 2.3.2 are idealistic for a

real-life software switch. Henceforth, in this Chapter we are relaxing these assumptions

and adapt our model to real-life use cases. For this purpose, we present a one-step receding

horizon controller to implement optimal batch-scheduling with delay-SLOs in the run-to-

completion model.

We highlight modern use case requirements, recap scheduling modes of current soft-

ware switches, and introduce receding horizon control scheme.

Then, we show the implementation of fractional buffers in detail; the optimal run-

to-completion data-flow-graph batch-scheduling relies on controlling the triggers on

the modules’ ingress queues (see Section 2.3.5). Fractional buffers enable this operation

atomically and with no packet loss.

We present our one-step receding horizon controller design; the controller supports

two heuristics to adaptively compute the optimal queue triggers; a simplified gradient

31
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optimization algorithm that is shown to be optimal in steady state, and a much simpli-

fied on-off control algorithm not requiring fractional buffers. We introduce a heuristic to

insert/short-circuit buffers in front of specific modules to further improve performance.

The implementation also contains a feasibility-recovery algorithm and a pipeline decom-

position heuristics that operate on different timescales to recover the pipeline from a

state when delay constraints are temporarily violated. In comprehensive evaluations on

6 real-life reference scenarios we show that our optimal batch-scheduling controller im-

plementation provides up to 2–3× performance improvement while closely conforming

to delay-SLO requirements. In addition, we give a comprehensive experimental evalu-

ation of the operational regime where the controller provides the highest performance

improvement.

3.1 Background

Existing work shows extensive batching leads to performance improvements [17, 18, 48,

16, 30]. However, batch fragmentation is out of their scope. Similarly, an open problem

we are tackling is to enforce delay-SLOs in a run-to-completion data flow graph schedule.

To highlight the importance of enforcing delay-SLOs, we present modern application

requirements, recap scheduling modes in today’s software switches, and introduce receding

horizon control scheme.

Modern applications

Modern use cases such as low-latency 5G industrial and telco applications require strict

delay-SLOs and high-performance [44, 4] from the underlying packet processing engines.

For example, a tactile internet and robot control use case requires one-way, end-to-end, 99th

percentile latency in the 1–10 msec range [43]. Similarly, the 5G radio access/mobile core

5–10msec. Reliable audio/video call transport requires delay below 250msec [79]. Certain

industry automation, 5G inter-base-station and antenna synchronization, algorithmic stock

trading, and distributed memory cache applications limit the one-way latency to 10-100

µsec [54, 12]. Below we detail applications relevant for this work.

Industry floor automation/Robot control. Industry floor automation is an upcoming

5G application [4]. Industry floor automation combines multiple Industry 4.0 tasks such

as monitoring, AR (Augmented Reality), and robot (motion) control. These present strict
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requirements on the network: AR streams require throughput on gigabits-per-second

range, meanwhile robot control traffic requires ultra-low latency on milliseconds scale.

These tasks are usually implemented on premise as an edge-computing platform on which

traffic tends to mix at software switches making SLO guarantees hard to achieve.

To model this application, we introduce an a 5G robot control pipeline RC(n) (see

Figure 3.1) with n branches, with the upper branch representing an ultra-delay-sensitive

industry automation service chain with ultra-low delay-SLO and the rest of the branches

carrying bulk traffic.

Splitter

Robot control

Bulk proc.

Bulk proc.

. .
.

Queue

Queue

Queue

Queue

QoS:

Bulk:

Figure 3.1: Robot Control Pipeline: the pipeline classifies incoming robot control and other

bulk traffic. Robot control flow requires strict delay-SLO, meanwhile bulk traffic on the

other flows are best effort.

MobileGateWay.TheMobile GateWay is a key component in a 4G/5G telecommunications

operator infrastructure. It connects a set of mobile user equipment (UEs), located behind

base stations (BSTs), to a set of public servers available on the Internet.

In the uplink direction (UE/BST -> server) theMGW receives GTP-encapsulated packets

from the base stations, identified by the source IP address in the GTP header, and forwards

the decapsulated packets to public servers in the Internet. After decapsulation, the source

IP address identifies the user and the GTP TEID identifies the bearer, the destination IP

designates the public server to forward the packet to. The uplink pipeline performs various

checks, decapsulates the UE’s packet from the GTP tunnel, identifies the user and polices

the UE (rate limiting), and then routes the decapculated packet to the Internet.

In the downlink direction (server -> UE/BST) the MGW receives normal packets from

the Internet and the pipeline is basically the reverse of the uplink one: identify the UE/bearer

based on the packet destination IP address (we now assume only one bearer per user), rate

limit the UE flow, and encapsulate and send the packet to the BST behind which the UE is

currently located.
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Our MGW(m,n) pipeline represents a full 5G mobile gateway data plane with m users

and n bearers per user, with complete uplink and downlink service chains (see Figure 3.2).

We emulate uplink and downlink processing (e.g., rate limitation and accounting) with

dummy modules. The first bearer is designated to process low-latency traffic, thus we

define delay-SLOs on the first bearer flows (“QoS” nodes on Figure 3.2); other bearers

process bulk traffic.

Queue
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Bearer

selector

...

User

selector

User
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User

selector
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. .
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. .
.
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Upstream processing

Downstream processing

Downstream processing

Downstream processing
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. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
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uplink

downlink

QoS:

Bulk:

Figure 3.2: The Mobile GateWay (MGW) pipeline.

L2/L3 (Virtual) Routing Function. Routing or Virtual Routing on L2/L3-level is widely-

used in telco infrastructure, clouds and beyond. Real-time use cases such as industry

automation or motion control require strict delay SLOs on these L2/L3 (virtual) networks.

To guarantee hard real-time execution on L2/L3 networks, Time-sensitive Networking

(TSN) [80] and Deterministic Networking (DetNet) [81] were introduced.

To model various L2/L3 (virtual) routing use cases, we introduce the following data

flow graphs (see Figure 3.3): the L2/L3(n) pipeline implements a basic IP router, with L2

lookup, L3 longest-prefix matching, and group processing for n next-hops; the GW(n) use

case extends this pipeline into a full-fledged gateway with NAT and ACL processing for

n next-hop groups; and the VRF(m,n) pipeline implements m virtual GW(n) instances

preceded by an ingress VLAN splitter.

Scheduling Modes in Current Software Switches

Packet processing engines schedule as run-to-completion (e.g., FastClick [9], and Net-

Bricks [26]), weighted-fair-queuing (e.g., NFVNice [46]), or a hierarchical combination
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Figure 3.3: The VRF pipeline. The GW pipeline is identical to the VRF pipeline with only a

single VRF instance, and the L2/L3 pipeline is a GW pipeline without a NAT and ACL on

the next-hop branches.

of the two (e.g., BESS [22], and VPP [24]). Run-to-completion is widely used as the de-

fault scheduler due to its zero scheduling overhead and simple architecture; therefore we

concentrate on run-to-completion schedule.

The run-to-completion execution has a significant limitation: it provides no explicit

control over execution. Recall, it is non-preemptive, and no performance guarantees can

be set. To overcome limited control, we introduced the fractional buffer in Section 2.3.4.

Using this abstraction we can preempt the otherwise non-preemptive run-to-completion

schedule in a controlled manner. This enables us stepping forward: to enforce performance

guarantees such as delay-SLOs as well as optimizing data-flow-graph batch-scheduling

performance.

Receding Horizon Control

Receding horizon control [82] is a model-based control. The controller uses a system

model to predict the control action that converges the system to a state which yields better

performance. The name comes from the nature of the control: the control horizon is finite

and begins at the current state. This is an online method in which the horizon continuously

shifts. The control can follow an open-loop design or a closed-loop design. A closed-loop

control has feedback from the running system which helps to keep internal states of the

model and states of the system in sync. This improves controller reactions.

Data flow graphs in software switches have a dynamic nature: their execution envi-

ronment constantly changes (e.g., users on an MGW connect/disconnect), hence reaching

optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling with delay-SLOs requires a tight close-loop
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control.

3.2 Problem Formulation

The main problem still remains to set proper module ingress queue triggers (recall Fig-

ure 2.5) to achieve optimal batch-scheduling of the data flow graph and to conform to

delay-SLOs of flows.

We build upon our model presented in Chapter 2. We note that assumptions in Sec-

tion 2.3.2 are idealistic for real-life software switches. Hence, we are focusing on relaxing

most of our assumptions, and adapt our model for real-life software switches and modern

use cases.

In a real life setting we cannot assume that the data flow graph and the traffic require-

ment will remain static (recall assumption A4 Static Flow Rate). Traffic fluctuation, pipeline

reconfiguration, etc. might occur at any time. For example, take a typical telco network

component, the mobile gateway (see Figure 3.2). As users are connecting and disconnect-

ing, the volume of traffic on the gateway varies, and consequently the software switch

optimizes the data flow graph by removing or adding user configuration via rewiring the

data flow graph. Beside user fluctuation, requirements change as new or changing telco

services introduce new requirements such as new Quality of Service classes.

To deal with the ever-changing nature of software switch data flow graphs, we introduce

an online solution which can tackle with varying traffic, and changing SLOs. Namely, we

have developed receding horizon controller with recovery methods to near optimal data-

flow-graph batch-scheduling even if the assumptions cannot be hold. Our fractional buffer

implementation limits generality, hence we tackle the dependence on it by using an on-off

control algorithm which either inserts or removes simple queue or buffers implemented in

software switches.

With our implementation we are aiming for improving the performance real-life

software switches (e.g., BESS [22]) while conforming to the delay requirements of modern

use cases [44, 4].
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3.3 New Results

In this section, we show implementation details of the fractional buffer first. Second, we

outline our receding horizon controller design. Then we show two control algorithms

and feasibility-recovery mechanisms to keep the running data flow graph in a delay-SLO

conforming state. Additionally, we show details of our implementation using the BESS

software switch. Lastly, we evaluate our implementation in realistic data flow graphs, and

identify the optimal regime for our controller.

3.3.1 Fractional Buffer

Fractional buffers, introduced in Section 2.3.4, allow us to control queue backlogs at a

fine granularity even in run-to-completion scheduling, which otherwise offers very little

control over when particular network functions are executed.

Our fractional buffer implementation enables setting its size atomically and without

packet loss. This allows us to set proper ingress queue sizes of modules (recall Figure 2.5)

to achieve optimal batch-scheduling of the data flow graph and to conform to delay-SLOs.

Algorithm 3.1 summarizes the execution model of a fractional buffer. Here, queuemeans

the internal queue of the fractional buffer, b is the trigger, q.pop(x) dequeues x packets

from the beginning of queue q, and q.push(batch) appends the packets of a batch to the

queue q.

We implemented the fractional buffer as a BESS [22] module: FractionalBuffer. The

implementation consists of 179 lines of C++ code and 35 lines of Protocol Buffer description.

The implementation is available on GitHub [83].

Algorithm 3.1 Pseudo-code of Pushing a Packet Batch to a FractionalBuffer.

procedure FractionalBuffer::Push(batch)
while queue.size ≤ b AND batch.size > 0 do

queue.push(batch.pop(1))

if queue.size = b then
new_batch← queue.pop(b)

process new_batch through the network function

put v’s downstream modules to the run queue

queue.push(batch.pop(batch.size))
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3.3.2 Receding Horizon Controller

A naïve approach to implement the control plane would be to repeatedly solve the convex

program (2.11)–(2.13) and apply the resulting optimal fractional-buffer triggers to the

data plane. Nevertheless, by the time the convex solver finishes computing the optimal

schedule the system may have diverged substantially from the initial state with respect to

which the solution was obtained. Such divergences may occur because a critical model

assumption fails; e.g., a flow rate that we assumed constant changes (for example, due to

user fluctuation on an MGW), or a delay-SLO gets reconfigured on the fly (e.g., a provider

updates terms of service). To tackle this difficulty, we chose a one-step receding-horizon

control framework. Here, in each control period the optimization problem (2.11)–(2.13) is

bootstrapped with the current system state and fed into a convex solver, which is stopped

after the first iteration. This results in a coarse-grain control action, which is immediately

applied to the data plane. After the control period has passed, the system is re-initialized

from the current state and a control is calculated with respect to this new state. This way,

the controller rapidly drives the system towards improved states and eventually reaches

optimality in steady state, automatically adapting to changes in the input parameters and

robustly accounting for inaccuracies and failed model assumptions without having to wait

for the convex solver to fully converge in each iteration; for instance, if the A4 Static Flow

Rate assumption fails and the offered load suddenly changes, the system is still able to

react after at most one control period.

In the next section, we show that this control strategy provides high precision rate-

and SLO-adaption even when the control period is in the 10-millisecond range. This is

done by in each control period collecting the mean execution rate x̃v (the overbar tilde

notation is to distinguish measured parameters), the mean packet rate r̃v , and the average

batch size b̃inv measured at the input of the ingress buffer for each module v ∈ V (note that

b̃inv is distinct from the batch size at the output of the buffer, which is exactly the trigger bv),

plus the 95th percentile packet delay t̃f and mean packet rate r̃f measured at the egress of

each flow f ∈ F . Table 3.1 summarizes these variables.
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Name Description Measurement Point
M
od

ul
e x̃v mean execution rate of module v NF input (recall Figure 2.5)

r̃v mean packet rate at module v NF input

b̃inv received average batch size of v Queue input

Fl
ow

t̃f 95th percentile packet delay of f Egress module

r̃f mean packet rate of f Egress module

Table 3.1: Variables Measured from the Running Data Flow Graph.

All these statistics, as well as the control period, are configurable. For example, we can

control for the 99th percentile or the maximum delay. Additionally, for fine-tuning control

aggressiveness we introduce the δ parameter that allows to trade off SLO-compliance for

batch-efficiency. In addition, the control period is also configurable; for what follows we

set the control period to 100 milliseconds.

3.3.3 Gradient Optimization Algorithm

For the particular solver algorithm to optimize (2.8)–(2.13) it has to be built upon per

module statistics: x̃v, r̃v, and b̃inv , and the per-flow statistics: t̃f and r̃f as described above.

Below, we discuss the high-level ideas in the projected gradient algorithm. We use the

gradient projection method of Rosen [84, 59]. The method searches a direction and a step

size to improve the objective function value while maintaining feasibility. Accordingly, the

method begins with calculating the objective function gradient and projecting it to the

feasible region. This is followed by a line search along the projected gradient. This is an

iterative method, which cuts through the feasible region instead of jumping form vertex to

vertex (e.g., simplex method); thus convergences faster but requires more computation at

each step than the simplex method.

Next, we apply the projected gradient method to solve the optimization problem (2.11)–

(2.13).

First, we compute the objective function gradient∇l = [∂l/∂bv : v ∈ V ], whichmeasures

the sensitivity of the total system load l =
∑

v∈V lv as of (2.11) to small changes in the
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trigger bv for each module:

∂l

∂bv
= − r̃vT0,v

b2v
= − x̃vT0,v

bv
.

The delay-gradients∇tf = [∂tf/∂bv : f ∈ F ] are as follows:

∂tf
∂bv

=

 1
r̃v

+ T1,v if v ∈ pf

0 otherwise

Note that the delay tf of a flow f is affected only by the modules along its path pf , as long

as the turnaround time is considered constant as of (2.3).

Second, project the objective gradient ∇l to the feasible (i.e., SLO-compliant) space.

For this, identify the flows f that may be in violation of the delay-SLO: t̃f ≥ (1− δ)Df .

Third, letM be a matrix with row i set to ∇tf if f is the i-th flow in delay violation

and compute the projected gradient ∆b = −(I −MT (MMT )−1M)∇l. Note that if M
is singular or the projected gradient becomes zero then small adjustments need to be

made to the projection matrix [59]. Crucially, the same calculations will also provide the

Lagrangean multipliers in each iteration, to detect cases when it reached an optimal KKT

(Karush–Kuhn–Tucker) point, at which point no adjustments are made to the system.

Fourth, perform a line-search along the projected gradient ∆b. If for some module

v the corresponding projected gradient component ∆bv is strictly positive (it cannot be

negative) then calculate the largest possible change in bv that still satisfies the delay-SLO

of all flows traversing v:

λv = min
f∈F :v∈pf

Df − t̃f
∆bv

.

Finally, take λ = minv∈V λv and adjust the trigger of each module v to bv + ⌈∆bvλ⌉.
Rounding the trigger up to the nearest integer yields a more aggressive controller, which

will strive to maximize batch-efficiency at the cost of minor SLO violations.

Algorithm 3.2 describes the projected gradient control algorithm in detail. Vectors and

matrices are typeset in bold in order to simplify the distinction from scalars. We generally

substitute matrix inverses with the Moore-Penrose inverse in order to take care of the

cases whenM is singular.
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Algorithm 3.2 ProjectedGradient Control Algorithm.

procedure ProjectedGradient(G,F , D, f )

M is a matrix with row i set to ∇tf =
[
∂tf
∂bv

: f ∈ F
]
,

where f is the i-th flow in F with t̃f ≥ (1− δ)Df

▷ Gradient projection

while True do
P = I−MT (MMT )−1M

∆b = P∇l
if ∆b ̸= 0 then break
w = −(MMT )−1M∇l
if w ≥ 0 then return {Optimal KKT point reached}

delete row for f fromM for some f ∈ F : wf < 0

▷ Line search

for v ∈ V, f ∈ pv do
if ∆bv > 0 then

λv = min
f∈F :v∈pf

⌈
Df − t̃f
∆bv

⌉
λ = minv∈V λv

for v ∈ V do SetTrigger(v, bv +∆bvλ)

3.3.4 Inserting/Short-circuiting Buffers

An unnecessary buffer on the packet-processing fast path introduces considerable delay

(namely 1/xv, which may be significant for slow-rate flows) and incurs nontrivial runtime

overhead. In this context, a buffer is unnecessary if:

i) it already receives large enough batches at the input (the controller detects such

cases by testing for b̃inv ≥ 0.7B);

ii) it would further fragment batches instead of reconstructing them (bv ≤ b̃inv );

iii) introducing the buffer already violates the delay-SLO (1/xv > Df for some v ∈ pf ).

If one of the three conditions hold for a module v, the controller immediately short-circuits

the buffer in v by setting the trigger to bv = 0: the next-time module v is executed the

ingress queue is flushed and subsequent input batches are immediately fed into the network

function without buffering. Similar heuristics allow the controller to inject buffers into

the running system: at initialization we short-circuit all buffers (we call this as the Null

control algorithm) and, during runtime, we install a buffer whenever all flows traversing a

module provide sufficient delay-budget.
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Default: A B C

Short-Circuiting: A B C

Figure 3.4: Motivating Example for Short-circuiting Buffers: Chain of modules receives

full batches. During processing no batch-fragmentation occurs. In this scenario, short-

circuiting buffers can be done to cut down queuing delays.

Example 3.4. Consider a chain of n modules (e.g., Figure 3.4) in which the first module

has a full-size fractional buffer and thus following modules receive full batches of size

B. In this case the controller sets fractional buffer triggers to B in the whole chain. This

introduces n− 1-times the module queuing delay inside the chain.

Note that batches do not fragment in a chain. Hence, there is no need for keeping

full-batch buffers in front of the modules of the chain. Due to criterion i), the buffer

short-circuiting heuristic eliminates fractional buffers inside the chain. This buffer short-

circuiting reduces the queuing delay to a single fractional buffer.

As the example and Figure 3.4 shows, short-circuiting useless buffers is especially

effective in chains of modules. Data flow graphs of modern use cases usually contain

several chains. For example, group processing of the Virtual Routing Function use case

(recall Figure 3.3) consists of a chain of modules implementing IPv4 source address update,

MAC address update, IPv4 checksum recalculation [45].

3.4.1 Feasibility-Recovery Method

The projected gradient control algorithm cannot by itself recover from an infeasible (SLO-

violating) state, which may occur due to packet rate fluctuation or an overly aggressive

control action. The controller contains finely tuned heuristics to recover from such states.

This not only allows the controller to correct for overly eager control actions, but also

serves as our main tool for rate- and SLO-adaptation: an abrupt change in the offered

packet rate or SLO will most probably lead to an SLO violation, which will then trigger the

feasibility-recovery process and thereby let the controller to adapt to the new state rapidly.

A flow f is in SLO-violation if t̃f ≥ (1 − δ)Df where δ is a configurable parameter

that allows to trade off SLO-compliance for batch-efficiency. Below, we use the setting
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δ = 0.05, which yields a rather aggressive control that strives to maximize batch size

with a tendency to introduce relatively frequent, but small, delay violations (detailed

evaluation in Section 3.5.3). Setting δ = 0.2 on the other hand yields a controller that

would start recovery well ahead of time, when a flow’s delay reaches 80% of its SLO,

favoring compliance over efficiency. Whenever a flow f ∈ F is in SLO violation and there

is a module v in the path of f set to a non-zero trigger (bv > b̃inv ), we attempt to reduce bv

by

⌈
Df−tf
∂tf/∂bv

⌉
. If possible, this would cause f to immediately recover from the SLO-violation.

Otherwise, it is possible that the invariant bv ≥ b̃inv may no longer hold; then we repeat

this step at as many modules along pf as necessary and, if the flow is still in SLO-violation,

we short-circuit all modules in pf .

The projected gradient controller cannot by itself recover from situations when a

fractional buffer at some module is triggered at a too small rate to deliver the required

delay-SLO to each flow traversing the module. Algorithm 3.3 describes the feasibility

recovery process implemented to handle such situations.

Algorithm 3.3 Feasibility-Recovery Method.

procedure FeasibilityRecovery(G,F , D, f )
for f ∈ F do tf ← t̃f
▷ Recover from SLO violation
for v ∈ V : bv ≥ b̃inv do

if ∃f ∈ F : v ∈ pf AND tf ≥ (1− ϵ)Df then

∆bv = max
f∈F :v∈pf∧
tf≥(1−ϵ)Df

⌈
Df − tf
∂tf/∂bv

⌉
if ∆bv > bv − b̃inv then ∆bv ← bv − b̃inv
for f ∈ F : v ∈ pf do tf ← tf − ∂tf

∂bv
∆bv

bv ← bv −∆bv
▷ Injecting a buffer
for v ∈ V : bv = 0 do

if ∀f ∈ F : v ∈ pf it holds that tf < (1− ϵ)Df then

∆bv = min
f∈F :v∈pf∧
tf<(1−ϵ)Df

⌈
tf −Df

∂tf/∂bv

⌉
if ∆bv > b̃inv then ∆bv ← b̃inv
for f ∈ F : v ∈ pf do tf ← tf +

∂tf
∂bv

∆bv
bv ← ∆bv

for v ∈ V do SetTrigger(v, bv)
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3.4.2 Pipeline Decomposition

The controller contains a feasibility-recovery mechanism responsible for migrating flows

between workers to enforce otherwise unenforceable delay-SLOs. This can happen due to

poor resource allocation (e.g., a worker is over provisioned). In Chapter 4 we show proper

data flow graph embedding can mitigate this issue offline. In this section, however, we

give an online solution.

Example 3.5. Consider the running example in Figure 2.1, assume a single worker, let

the processing cost of NF1 be 1 unit and that of NF2 be 10 units, and let the delay-SLO

for the first flow (flow1) be 2 units. This pipeline is inherently in delay-SLO violation: in

the worst case a packet may need to spend 10 time units in the ingress queue until NF2

finishes execution, significantly violating the delay-SLO for the first flow (2 units). This

inherent SLO violation will persist as long as NF1 and NF2 share a single worker.

∃f ∈ F :
∑
v∈Vw

(Tv,0 + Tv,1B) ≥ Df (3.1)

The recovery mechanism uses the analytical model to detect such cases: a worker w is

in inherent delay-SLO violation if a flow exists for which (3.1) holds, using the conservative

estimate of (2.3). Then a flow migration process begins: first it packs flows back to the

original worker as long as the above condition is satisfied and then the rest of the flows are

moved to a new worker. This is accomplished by decomposing the data flow graph into

multiple disjunct connected worker subgraphs. Note that flows are visited in the ascending

order of the delay-SLO, thus flows with restrictive delay requirements will stay at the

original worker with a high probability, exempt from cross-core processing delays [8].

Pipeline decomposition is initiated whenever an inherent delay-SLO violation is de-

tected. This occurs when a worker is over provisioned and the turnaround time grows

beyond the SLO for a delay-sensitive flow. In such cases the pipeline decomposition mi-

grates delay-insensitive traffic to new workers to address SLO violations. Algorithm 3.4

describes the pipeline decomposition procedure.
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Algorithm 3.4 Pipeline Decomposition.

procedure DecomposePipeline(G,F , D, f )

Vt ← ∅
Ft ← ∅
τt ← ∅
for f ∈ (F in ascending order of Df ) do

if check_delay_slo(Vt, Ft, τt, f ) then
Ft ← Ft ∪ f

Vt ← Vt ∪ pf

τt ← τt +
∑

v∈Pf ,v /∈Vt
(T0v + T1vB)

else
M ← ∅
migrateflows(Vt, Ft,M,F )

procedure MigrateFlows(Vt, Ft,M,F )
for g ∈ (F \ Ft) do

for v ∈ pg do
if v /∈ Vt and v /∈M then

create new worker

add a queue before v

attach queue to new worker

M ←M ∪ v

procedure CheckDelaySLO(Vt, Ft, τt, f )

for g ∈ (Ft ∪ f) do
if (τt +

∑
v∈Pf ,v /∈Vt

(T0v + T1vB) +
∑

v∈Pg
(T0v + T1v)) > Dg then

return False

return True

3.5.1 On-Off Control Algorithm

The one-step receding-horizon controller with the projected gradient algorithm and

feasibility-recovery mechanisms is a powerful combination (for evaluation results, see

Section 3.5.3). But, it requires fractional buffers. Although, we present our fractional buffer

implementation in Section 3.3.1, it is not available in packet processing engines such as

FastClick [9] and VPP [49] yet.

To overcome the dependency of fractional buffers, we present an on-off control algo-

rithmwhich applies bang-bang control by altering between two extremes: at each module v,

depending on the delay budget it either disables buffering completely (bv = 0) or switches
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1.Measure x0, b0, . . .
2. Adjust qv,∀v ∈ V

Controller

pybess

grpcio

BESS

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

Figure 3.5: Architecture: the controller runs as a separate process and communicates with

the BESS software switch via the gRPC API of the switch.

to full-batch buffering (bv = B), using the above buffer insertion/short-circuiting and

feasibility-recovery heuristics. This can be achieved by using simple buffers or queues;

these modules are usually available in software switches.

3.5.2 Integration with BESS

We implemented the controller framework on top of BESS [22] in roughly 6,000 lines of

Python/BESS code. BESS is a high-performance packet processing engine providing a

programming model and interface similar to Click [23]. BESS proved an ideal prototyping

platform: it has a clean architecture, is fast [44], provides an efficient scheduler, exposes

the right abstractions and offers a flexible plugin infrastructure to implement the missing

ones. For our controller implementation we introduced the following new BESS modules:

FractionalBuffer (see Section 3.3.1) and BatchMeasure (an extended version of the built-in

Measure module that can measure batch occupancy too).

Figure 3.5 show the architecture. The controller is a standalone Python process commu-

nicating with the BESS daemon executing the data flow graph via the gRPC-based pybess

API. The execution process is the following. First, the controller framework instantiates

the packet processing pipeline described by a Python configuration script. This script is

similar to BESS configurations, however existing BESS configurations can not be used as
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an input for the controller framework due to many additional features such as defining

delay-SLOs. For instance, Listing 3.1 shows the description of the pipeline in Figure 2.1.

The initialization step involves instrumentation of the pipeline by injecting BatchMeasure

modules on flow egresses to measure flow characteristics, adding FractionalBuffers to

modules, hooking up I/O (e.g., starting the built-in traffic generator), and so on. During

execution, the controller works on a tight-loop: measures performance metrics, calculates

control, and applies trigger changes on fractional buffers. Meanwhile the controller frame-

work keeps detailed logs about execution which can be then converted to graphs or to

tabular data.

# scheduler type, either RTC or WFQ
mode = get_arg(’mode’, ’RTC’, str)
# set control algorithm:
controller = get_arg(’controller’, ’projgrad’, str)
# measurement timespan:
rounds = get_arg(’rounds’, 40, int) # number of rounds
control_period = get_arg(’control_period’, .25, float) # control rounds time interval
# flows’ delay SLO [ns]
flow1_delay_slo = get_arg(’delay_slo1’, 15_000, int)
flow2_delay_slo = get_arg(’delay_slo2’, 100_000, int)
# Step 1: create worker
w0 = batchy.add_worker(’w0’)
# Step 2: add task to worker
t0 = w0.add_task(’task0’, type=mode)
# Step 3: add modules to task, set internal pipeline
splitter = t0.add_module(RandomSplit(gates=list(range(2)), drop_rate=0.0),

type=’ingress’)
nf1 = t0.add_module(Bypass(cycles_per_batch=1000, cycles_per_packet=100),

T_0=1000, T_1=100)
nf2 = t0.add_module(Bypass(cycles_per_batch=1000, cycles_per_packet=100),

T_0=1000, T_1=100)
splitter.connect(nf1, ogate=0)
splitter.connect(nf2, ogate=1)
# Step 4: add flows
batchy.add_flow(name=’flow1’, path=[{’task’: t0, ’path’:[splitter, nf1]}],

delay_slo=flow1_delay_slo)

batchy.add_flow(name=’flow2’, path=[{’task’: t0, ’path’:[splitter, nf2]}],
delay_slo=flow2_delay_slo)

# Step 5: add test traffic
batchy.add_source()
batchy.add_sink()
# Step 6: set controller for worker
t0.set_controller(batchy.resolve_task_controller(controller))
# Step 7: run pipeline
batchy.run(rounds, control_period)
# Step 8: get results
basename = ’simple_pipeline_stats’
batchy.plot(f’/tmp/{basename}.png’)
batchy.dump(f’/tmp/{basename}.txt’)

Listing 3.1: Configuration Script Describing the Pipeline in Figure 2.1.

The distribution contains both of the two presented control algorithms. The On-off

algorithm is designed for the case when fractional buffers are not available in the data
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plane. This controller alters between two extremes (applies bang-bang control): for each

module v ∈ V , depending on the delay budget it either disables buffering completely

(bv = 0) or switches to full-batch buffering (bv = B), using the buffer-insertion/deletion

and feasibility-recovery heuristics presented in previous sections. On top of this, the

Projected Gradient algorithm adds fractional buffers and fine-grained batch-size control.

The source code with configuration scripts is available at [83].

3.5.3 Evaluation

Evaluation setup

To understand the performance and latency-related impacts of batch-scheduling control,

we implemented two baseline control algorithms (Null and Max) alongside the presented

On-off and Projected Gradient algorithms: the Null algorithm performs no batch de-

fragmentation at all by short-circuiting all module ingress buffers (bv = 0 : v ∈ V ),

while the Max algorithm reconstructs batches in full at the ingress buffer of all modules

(bv = B : v ∈ V ). Both baseline algorithms ignore delay-SLOs all together. The difference

between performance and delay with the Null and Max controllers will represent the

maximum attainable efficiency improvement batching may yield, and the price we pay

in terms of delay. We also compared the controller to NFVnice, a scheduling framework

originally defined for the NFV context [46]. NFVnice is implemented in a low-performance

container-based framework; to improve performance and to compare it head-to-head, we

re-implemented its core functionality within BESS. Our implementation uses WFQ to

schedule modules with equal weights and enables backpressure. All controllers run as

a separate Python process, asserting real-time control over the BESS data plane via an

asynchronous gRPC channel (Figure 3.5).

The evaluations are performed on 5 representative use cases presented in Section 3.1.

We obtained test cases of configurable complexity by varying the parametersm and n and

installing a flow over each branch of the resultant pipelines; e.g., in the VRF(2,4) test we

have a separate flow for each VRF and each next-hop, which gives 8 flows in total. Flows

are known a priori, and pipelines are pre-configured to handle all flows.

Each pipeline comes with a traffic source that generates synthetic test traffic for the

evaluations. For the L2/L3 pipeline, we repeated the tests with a real traffic trace taken from

a CAIDA Anonymized Internet Traces data set [85], containing 1.85 million individual
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transport sessions of size ranging from 64 bytes to 0.8 Gbytes (18.5 Kbytes mean) and

maximum duration of 1 minute (5.4 seconds mean); the results are marked with the label

*L2L3. Unless otherwise noted, the pipelines run on a single worker (single CPU core),

with the traffic generator provisioned at another worker. The maximum batch size is 32,

the control period is 100 msec, and results are averaged over 3 consecutive runs.

Each evaluation runs on a server equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 CPU (single

socket; 12 cores total, from which 6 isolated; running at 2.4 GHz with power-saving

disabled) and 64 GB memory (with 12 × 1 GB allocated as hugepages), installed with

the Debian GNU/Linux operating system using Linux kernel v4.19. The controller was

running on Python 3.7, meanwhile the data plane consisted of a forked version of BESS

v0.4.0-57-g43bebd3 using DPDK v17.11.

Batch-scheduling constant bit-rate flows

In this test round, we benchmark the static performance of the controller algorithms

(On-off and Projected Gradient) against the baselines (Null and Max) and NFVnice over

6 representative 5G NFV configurations. Null, Max, and NFVnice do not consider the

delay-SLO, while for On-off and Projected Gradient we set the delay-SLO to 80% of the

average delay measured with the Max controller; this setting leaves comfortable room to

perform batch de-fragmentation but sets a firm upper bound on triggers. Without an SLO,

On-off and Projected Gradient degrade into a Max controller.

After a warmup (100 control periods) we ran the pipeline for 100 control periods and

we monitored the batch size statistics averaged across modules, the cumulative packet rate

summed over all flows, and the delay-SLO statistics as the percentage of control periods

when an SLO violation occurs for at least one flow. Figure 3.6 highlights the results for 6

selected configurations, and Table 3.2 details the full result set. Our observations are as

follows.

First, the full-fledged controller using the Projected Gradient control algorithm can

successfully reconstruct batches at the input of network functions, achieving 70–80% of

the average batch size of the Max algorithm in essentially all use cases (same proportion

as the delay-SLO constraints). Batch-fragmentation gets worse as the number of branches

increases across which batches may be split (the branching factor), to the point that when

there are 16–64 pathways across the data flow graph the Null algorithm works with just

2–5 packets per batch. The On-off algorithm produces mixed results: whenever there is
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Figure 3.6: Static Evaluation Results (Mean, 1st and 3rd quartile) with the Null, Max,

NFVnice, On-off and Projected Gradient on different pipelines: average batch-size, cumu-

lative packet rate, and delay-SLO statistics as the percentage of control periods when an

SLO-violation was detected for at least one flow.

Pipeline # of Batch size [pkt] Rate [Mpps] Delay [% of violations]
Mod.s Null Max NFVnice On-off Proj. Grad. Null Max NFVnice On-off Proj. Grad. Null Max NFVnice On-off Proj. Grad.

L2L3(1) 9 31.5 32 31.8 31.5 31.5 8.29 8.31 4.78 8.29 8.47 0% 100% 100% 0% 0%

L2L3(4) 21 12.6 32 14.53 12.6 29.2 7.49 7.46 5.86 7.26 7.77 0% 100% 13% 0% 0%

L2L3(8) 37 7.0 32 8.1 5.8 30.9 6.26 7.38 4.65 5.18 7.42 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%

L2L3(16) 69 2.6 32 3.92 3.7 28.9 3.63 6.11 2.75 4.94 6.33 0% 100% 0% 0% 0.5%

*L2L3(16) 69 8.5 32 4.7 9.2 24.2 5.24 5.7 2.4 5.25 5.79 0% 75% 2% 8.3% 2.4%

*L2L3(32) 133 3.1 32 3 5.8 24.5 4.47 5.32 1.46 4.61 5.48 0% 63% 0% 1.9% 1.3%

*L2L3(64) 261 1.1 32 2.1 4.9 23.4 2.12 5.17 0.82 3.81 5.03 0% 68% 1% 5.7% 5.2%

GW(1) 12 31.5 32 31.7 31.5 31.5 6.06 6.08 3.11 6.08 6.08 0% 100% 100% 0% 0%

GW(8) 61 5.6 32 6.21 5.6 31.4 4.2 5.22 2.7 4.23 5.25 0% 100% 23.6% 0% 0.6%

GW(16) 117 2.9 32 3.16 2.9 30.7 2.66 4.51 1.47 2.8 4.58 0% 100% 44.3% 0% 0.5%

GW(64) 453 2.2 32 2 2.2 24.4 1.85 3.39 0.54 1.86 3.73 0% 100% 0% 0% 5.2%

VRF(1,1) 11 32 32 32 32 32 5.88 5.76 3.48 5.87 5.92 0% 100% 100% 0% 0%

VRF(2,4) 43 5.3 32 7.1 10.7 22.2 3.49 4.77 2.53 4.37 4.03 0% 100% 54% 0% 2.2%

VRF(16,4) 323 2 32 2 10.8 24.4 1.01 2.7 0.42 2.41 2.84 0% 100% 0% 0% 8.9%

VRF(12,8) 435 1.7 32 1.7 5.9 23.4 0.95 2.34 0.35 1.82 2.5 0% 100% 0% 0% 8.2%

MGW(2,4) 110 4.5 32 4.5 13.7 17.3 1.75 3.15 1.03 1.78 2.03 0% 100% 100% 0% 0%

MGW(4,4) 206 4 32 3.7 11.4 20.2 1.5 2.83 0.8 1.69 2.19 0% 100% 61.6% 0% 1%

MGW(8,4) 398 5.1 32 4.1 20.9 25.7 1.61 2.77 0.6 2.12 2.5 0% 100% 0% 0% 5%

MGW(16,4) 782 4.9 32 4.1 25.9 27.8 1.49 2.34 0.39 2.1 2.25 0% 100% 0% 0% 0.3%

RC(16) 25 2.24 32 3.43 30.14 30.14 0.43 3.27 0.58 3.25 3.27 100% 100% 100% 0% 0%

Table 3.2: Static evaluation results with the Null, Max, NFVnice, On-off and Projected

Gradient control algorithms on different pipelines: number of modules, average batch-size

over the pipeline, packet rate, and delay statistics in terms of the percentage of control

periods when a delay-SLO violation was detected for at least one flow.
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enough delay-budget to insert full buffers it attains similar results as Projected Gradient

(e.g.,MGW(16,4) and RC(16)); in other cases it degrades into the Null (e.g., GW(64)).

Second, batch de-fragmentation clearly transforms into considerable efficiency im-

provement. The Projected Gradient algorithm exhibits 1.5–2.5× performance compared

to the case when we do no batch de-fragmentation at all (Null), and On-off shows similar,

although smaller, improvements whenever it can reconstruct batches at least partially. In

the robot-control use case we see 7.5× throughput margin. This experiment demonstrates

the benefits of selective per-module batch-control: there is only one highly delay-sensitive

flow but this alone rules out any attempt to apply batching globally (even at the I/O). Our

controller can, however, identify this chain and short-circuit all buffers along just this chain

while it can still buffer the remaining bulk flows, yielding a dramatic performance boost.

Despite the firm upper bound on the delay, and on the maximum attainable batch size, the

controller performs very close to the Max algorithm and in some tests even outperforms it

(e.g., for L2L3(16)). This is because the Max algorithm buffers all modules unconditionally

while our controller carefully removes unnecessary buffers, and this helps in terms of

valuable CPU cycles saved. The results are consistently reproduced over both the synthetic

and the real traffic traces.

Third, despite the rather aggressive controller settings (δ = 0.05, see Section 3.3.3),

our control algorithms (On-off and Projected Gradient) violate the delay-SLO at most 9%

of time for at least one out of the possibly 64 flows, and even in these cases the relative

delay violation is always below 1–2% (not shown in the figures). We believe that this is

a price worth paying for the efficiency gain; manually repeating a failed test with a less

aggressive control (δ = 0.2) eliminated delay-SLO violations all together, at the cost of

somewhat lower throughput.

Finally, we see that the On-off algorithm is already useful in its own right in that

it produces substantial batch-performance boost in certain configurations, but it hardly

improves on Null algorithm in others. It seems that discrete on-off control is too coarse-

grained to exploit the full potential of batch de-fragmentation; to get full advantage we

need finer-grained control over batch sizes, and the ensuing delay, using fractional buffers

and the Projected Gradient algorithm.
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System dynamics under changing delay-SLOs

We found the controller using the Projected Gradient algorithm to be very fast in the static

tests: whenever the system is in steady state (offered load and delay-SLOs are constant),

the controller usually reaches an optimal KKT point [59] in about 5–10 control periods. In

the tests below, we evaluated the algorithm under widely fluctuating system load to get a

better understanding of the control dynamics.

First, we study how it reacts to changing delay-SLOs. The results are in Figure 3.7a. In

this experiment, we set up the VRF(4, 8) pipeline (see Figure 3.3) and vary the delay-SLO

between 60 µsec and 300 µsec in 6 steps; see the blue dotted “square wave” in Figure 3.7a/

Delay panel. The SLOs were set in a way to test abrupt upwards (“rising edge”) and

downwards (“falling edge”) delay-SLO changes as well. The figure shows for each control

period the value of the trigger at the ACL module of the top branch (first VRF, first next-

hop), the total delay and the delay-SLO for the flow provisioned at the top branch, and the

normalized cumulative packet rate with the Null, Max, and Projected Gradient algorithms.

The results suggest that the controller promptly reacts to “bad news” such as SLO-

reductions (see Figure 3.7a/Delay) and instantaneously reduces fractional buffer triggers

(see Figure 3.7a/Control), or even completely short-circuits buffers to recover from SLO-

violations, whereas it is much more careful to react to “good news” such as increasing SLOs.

Overall, the packet delay closely tracks the SLO dynamics. Meanwhile, whenever there is

room to perform batch de-fragmentation the controller rapidly reaches the efficiency of

the Max algorithm, delivering 2–3× the total throughput of the Null algorithm (note the

log-scale on Figure 3.7a/Rate).

System dynamics with variable bitrate traffic

Next, we test our controller with variable bitrate flows. Intuitively, when the offered load

drops abruptly it suddenly takes much longer for a buffer to accumulate enough packets

to construct a batch, which causes delay to skyrocket and thereby leads to delay-SLO

violations. In such cases the controller needs to react fast to recover. On the other hand,

when the packet rate increases and queuing delays fall, the controller should gradually

increase triggers across the data flow graph to improve batch-efficiency.

To understand the system dynamics under changing packet rates, we conducted two

experiments. First, we fire up the VRF(4,8) pipeline and we fix the delay-SLO for all flows at
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1 msec and vary the total offered load between 50 kpps to 3 Mpps in 6 steps; this amounts

to a dynamic range of 3 orders of magnitude. Second, we set up the MGW(2,16) pipeline,

but now only bearer-0 flows (B0, the “QoS” bearer) vary the offered packet rate (between

1 kpps and 50 kpps) and set a delay-SLO (again, 1 msec). The results are in Figure 3.7b and

Figure 3.7c, respectively.

Our observations here are similar as before. Even in the face of widely changing

packet rates, the controller keeps delay firmly below 1 msec except under transients: it

instantaneously recovers from SLO violations and rapidly returns to operate at full batch-

size whenever possible. Meanwhile, the Max algorithm causes a 100× SLO violation at

small packet rates. In the second experiment we again see significant improvement in the

total throughput with our Projected Gradient algorithm, compared to the Null algorithm

(recall, only bearer-0 rate is fixed in this case).
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Figure 3.7: System dynamics with changing SLOs and variable bit-rate traffic: (a) control

and delay for the first flow, and cumulative packet rate in the VRF(4,8) pipeline when the

delay-SLO changes in the range 60–300 µsec; (b) control and delay for the first flow, and

cumulative packet rate in the VRF(4,8) pipeline with the delay-SLO of all flows fixed at 1
msec and varying the total offered load between 50 kpps to 3 mpps; and (c) control, delay,

and packet rate for the first user’s bearer-0 (B0) flow in the MGW(2,16) pipeline, delay-SLO

fixed at 1 msec, bearer-0 rate varying between 1 kpps and 50 kpps for all users.
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Resource-(re)allocation when SLOs cannot be satisfied

Finally, we study the effects of inherent delay-SLO violations, which occur when the

turnaround time grows prohibitive at an over-provisioned worker and ingress queue

latency exceeds the delay-SLO even before packets would enter the pipeline. We imple-

mented a pipeline controller to detect inherent delay-SLO violations and to heuristically

re-allocate resources, decomposing the data flow graph to multiple subgraphs to move

delay-insensitive traffic to new workers.

Figure 3.8 shows the pipeline controller in action. Again we set up the MGW(2,8)

pipeline but now only two users open a flow at bearer-0, with delay-SLO set to 1msec both

in the uplink and downlink direction. The rest of the users generate bulk traffic at bearer-1

with no delay-SLO set. In addition, the service time of the bearer-1 uplink/downlink chains

is artificially increased, which causes the turnaround time to surpass 1msec and the latency

for the delay-sensitive bearer-0 flows to jump to 4 msec. The pipeline controller kicks in

at the 20th control period and quickly recovers the pipeline from the inherent delay-SLO

violation: by decomposing the data flow graph at the output of the Bearer selector splitter

module, it moves all bearer-1 traffic away to new workers. The delay of bearer-0 flows

quickly falls below the SLO, so much so that from this point the controller can safely

increase buffer sizes across the pipeline, leading to more than 10× improvement in the

cumulative throughput (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 3.8: Recovery from Inherent Delay-SLO Violations: MGW(2,8) test case with two

users at bearer-0, delay-SLO set to 1 msec. The pipeline decomposition is started manually

at the 20th control period, moving bulk bearer-1 uplink and downlink traffic to a new

worker each. (Downlink traffic and the other user’s traffic exhibit similar performance.)
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Optimal operational regime and runtime overhead

Next, we attempt to obtain a general understanding of the efficiency improvements attain-

able with our controller, and the cost we pay in terms of controller overhead, that goes

beyond the insights we gained with the piecemeal tests of the previous section. For this,

we first define a set of meta-parameters that abstract away the most important factors

that shape the efficiency and overhead of the controller, and then we conduct extensive

evaluations in the configuration space of these meta-parameters.

The meta-parameters are as follows. Easily, it is the complexity of the underlying data

flow graph that fundamentally determines the controller’s performance. We abstract packet

processing pipeline complexity using the branching meta-parameter, which represents

the number of distinct control-flow paths through the data flow graph; the higher the

branching the more batches may break up inside the pipeline and the larger the potential

batch de-fragmentation gain. Second, batchiness, as introduced in Section 2.3.1, determines

each module’s sensitivity to batch size; small batchiness usually indicates huge potential

de-fragmentation gain. Finally, the specifics of the input traffic pattern is captured using

the burstiness meta-parameter, which measures the average size of back-to-back packet

bursts (or flowlets [76]) at the ingress of the pipeline. Indeed, burstiness critically limits

batch-efficiency gains: as packet bursts tend to follow the same path via the graph they are

less prone to fragmentation, suggesting that the performance margin of de-fragmentation

may disappear over highly bursty traffic.
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malized to the maximally fragmented case.
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To understand how these factors shape the efficiency of the controller, Figure 3.9

shows two contour plots; the first one characterizes the speedup with Projected Gradient

compared to null-control in the branching–batchiness domain and the second onemeasures

branching against burstiness. The plots clearly outline the optimal operational regime

for the controller: as the number of branches grows beyond 4–8 and batchiness remains

under 0.5 we see 1.5–4× speedup, with diminishing returns as the mean burst size grows

beyond 10. These gains persist with realistic exogenous parameters; batchiness for real

modules is between 0.2–0.3 (see Figure 2.4) and the CAIDA trace burstiness is only 1.13

(see the vertical indicators in the plots). But even for very bursty traffic and/or poor batch

sensitivity, our controller consistently brings over 1.2× improvement and never worsens

performance: for workloads that do not benefit from batch de-fragmentation the controller

rapidly removes useless buffers and falls back to default, unbuffered forwarding.

Branching (n) Response Time Stats Gradient Control

1 2.4 msec 66% 31% 3%

2 3.5 msec 61% 37% 2%

4 6.9 msec 65% 32% 3%

8 11.6 msec 65% 32% 3%

16 21.9 msec 66% 30% 4%

32 34.8 msec 68% 28% 4%

64 89.1 msec 72% 22% 6%

Table 3.3: Projected Gradient Runtime Overhead on Increasingly More Complex RC(n)
Pipelines: branching, total controller response time, and contribution of each phase during

the control, i.e., monitoring (Stats), gradient control (Gradient), and applying the control

(Control).

Table 3.3 summarizes the controller runtime overhead in terms of the “pipeline com-

plexity” meta-parameter (branching). The profiling results indicate that the performance

gains come at a modest resource footprint: depending on pipeline complexity the controller

response time varies between 2–90 milliseconds, with roughly two thirds of the execution

time consumed by marshaling the statistics out from the data plane and applying the new

triggers back via gRPC, and only about one third taken by running the gradient control

algorithm itself.
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3.6 Related Work

Network performance optimization is a never ending story: modern networking is complex,

and leaves considerable room for improvement. Moreover, from time-to-time technology

stack deprecates, a paradigm shift occurs, the networking landscape gets reorganized,

and the optimization of the new network begins. As a consequence of this evolution,

network performance optimization has a broad literature. In this section we concentrate

on performance improvements and meeting SLOs in software-defined networks running

virtual network functions.

First, the following works address improving the packet processing performance.

Guaranteeing SLOs is out of scope in these performance optimizations. One way to achieve

performance boost is to carefully execute an NF-chain on general-purpose hardware.

Shenango [74] improves CPU utilization by bypassing the kernel and reschedule or scale

up according to the occupancy of the ring buffers. This technique results low latency and

improved CPU utilization. Similarly, IX [48] utilizes adaptive batch control to improve

throughput and latency. On the other hand, Metron [8] improves end-to-end performance

in NF-chains by avoiding cross-CPU issues in NF-scheduling.

Additionally, offloading some part of the processing to hardware components such

as SmartNICs [15, 6], FPGAs [12, 13], or GPGPUs [17, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21] is widely used to

improve packet processing performance. General Purpose GPUs are a promising offload

target since GPUs have a highly-parallel programmable processor and fast in-device

memory [86]. To mitigate the packet offloading cost and to maximize GPU utilization,

extensive batching [16, 20] and careful load balancing between the offload hardware and

the CPU [17] are required. Offloading works show great motivation of why batching is

important, however, they are orthogonal to our work since they incorporate offloading to

specific hardware elements.

Beside performance optimization, guaranteeing SLOs is another highly-desired be-

havior of NFV systems. Grus [18] an NFV framework with GPU offload introduces a

multi-layer system with admission control and latency prediction model to guarantee

delay-SLOs. As opposed to our work, Grus guarantees delay-SLO only for single VNF

deployments, and the model is tailored for the GPU offloading scenario. SLOMO [78]

predicts potential performance of VNF colocation, but does not provide SLO guarantees. In

contrast to Grus, ResQ [77] provides performance isolation at CPU last-level cache solving
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the noisy neighbor problem of VNFs, and enables enforcing SLOs. NFV-RT [87] provides

soft real-time guarantees for NF service chains deployed in data center environment using

a fat-tree topology. Galleon [25] enables FaaS abstractions in NFV workloads, and provides

a performance-aware scheduler. Galleon adaptively controls number of batches to process

at a single poll to satisfy SLOs while minimizing context switch overhead coming from

the containerized environment of the NF runtime, and supports latency SLO sensitive

scaling of NF-chain instances. As opposed to our controller framework running on general

hardware, these works are bound to given NFV environment: they require a certain CPU

feature, or a specific underlying network topology. Our work focuses on a single-host using

general CPUs. Moreover, our controller framework extends previous work by providing

a unique combination of dynamic internal batch de-fragmentation instead of applying

batching only to packet I/O, analytic techniques for controlling queue backlogs using a

new abstraction, fractional buffers, and selective SLO-enforcement at the granularity of

individual flows extending batching to bulk flows even with delay-sensitive traffic.

Table 3.4 provides an overview of the related performance optimization solutions for

NFV platforms and software-switches regarding hardware offload and SLO conformance.

Name Target Offload Support SLO Conformance

Shenango [74] Operating system ✗ ✗

IX [48] Operating system ✗ ✗

Metron [8] Software switch ✓ ✗

ClickNP [12] Software switch FGPA ✗

UNO [15] NFV framework SmartNIC ✗

NBA [17] NFV framework GPU ✗

G-NET [19] NFV framework GPU ✗

GPUNFV [20] NFV framework GPU ✗

PacketShader [16] NFV framework GPU ✗

Grus [18] NFV framework GPU ✓

NFV-RT [87] NFV framework ✗ ✓

Galleon [25] NFV framework ✗ ✓

Our Controller Software switch ✗ ✓

Table 3.4: Performance Optimizations Overview.
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3.7 Summary

In this Chapter we present the adaptation of optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling

model as a batch-scheduler for software switch data flow graphs. The implementation

follows the model introduced in Chapter 2, and extends it with a couple of heuristics to

address practical limitations.

We present our fractional buffer implementation which enables atomic and lossless

backlog control of the packet processing modules. Based on this abstraction we design

a one-step receding-horizon controller to set module queue triggers. The controller uses

a projected gradient optimization algorithm, and solves the first iteration of the convex

solver at each control cycle. This way, we can near optimal solutions iteratively over

multiple control cycles while having a modest processing cost at each control cycle.

At the same time, traffic can vary and controller can overshoot thus pushing the

controller into an unfeasible state inwhich delay-SLOs are violated. Our feasibility-recovery

mechanisms handle this issue on two timescales. The first method works at each control

cycle to fine-tune module backlogs in order to bring the controller back to a feasible state

at the end of a control cycle. Meanwhile, the second recovery method runs at tenth of

control periods, and reallocates CPU resources across different flows by decomposing the

pipeline to multiple disjunct connected worker subgraphs; this enables recovery even from

an inherently SLO-violating state.

To generalize our solution for packet processing engines with no fractional buffer

implementation, we introduce a coarse-grained on-off control algorithm that works on

the two extremes: either inserts a full-batch sized queue, or disables buffering of a module.

This algorithm works with simple queue or buffer module implementations.

We integrate our controller with both control algorithms (Projected Gradient and

On-off) with BESS [22], a widely-used real-life packet processing engine. The implemen-

tation provides up to 2–3× performance improvement while closely conforming to SLO

requirements in realistic 5G applications such as industrial robot control and mobile gate-

way. In addition, we give a comprehensive experimental evaluation of the operational

regime where the controller provides the highest performance improvement. We show the

controller does not worsen performance even outside of the optimal operational regime.



Chapter 4

Resilient Data-Flow-Graph Embedding

In this Chapter, we focus on the embedding of the data flow graph in software switches.

Embedding means resource allocation in this context. It is an important aspect of data flow

graph execution: a poor embedding limits performance (recall Section 3.4.2); meanwhile, a

careful embedding guarantees resilience against software switch failures.

Modern 5G use cases require high-performance, high-availability, or in many cases

both [2, 4]. Henceforth, we present a mathematical model to control and optimize the

embedding process in software switches.We introduce amethod to protect high-availability

flows against CPU-core failures. We formulate the embedding as a decision problem, and

give an exact algorithm to find embedding to achieve high performance and resilience.

Due to the computational complexity of the exact solution, we present a family of fast and

effective heuristics for finding feasible and resilient embedding in polynomial time. We

give a comprehensive numerical evaluation, and a case study using a real software switch.

Our results show the best-fit heuristic providing the best approximation of the optimal

embedding in real-life applications.

4.1 Background

In this section we first introduce motivation and goals of data-flow-graph embedding in

software switches. Later, we present our embedding model and formulate embedding with

different objectives as decision problems.

To provide performance matching with fixed function devices, the packet processing

60
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Figure 4.1: Data-Flow-Graph Embedding: Left column: embedding on 3 CPUs w/o resilience

requirements. Each CPU has the capacity to run 2 modules. The number of crosslinks differ:

A) 4, B) 3, C) 2. Additionally, the number of crosslinks across a single flow also differ: A,B)

2, C) 1. The decreasing number of crosslinks induces increasing performance according

to measurements made with a BESS implementation [89]. Right column: embedding on 2

CPUs, each with capacity to run 3 modules, with resilience against single CPU failure. The

number of crossings differ: I) 4, II) 2, III) 0, and crossings for a single flow are: I) 2, II) 1, III)

0, respectively.

pipeline implemented by the programmable software switch needs to be carefully mapped

to the underlying hardware. The task of data-flow-graph embedding in this context is

concerned with assigning each packet processing module of the data flow graph to a

worker (i.e., CPU core) in a way as to guarantee 3 crucial objectives: feasibility, efficiency,

and resiliency. Each module requires a certain amount of CPU cycles to process a packet;

accordingly, a feasible embedding avoids assigning too many modules to a worker, in

order to preclude CPU overloads that may result in significant service degradation. A

common performance bottleneck of multi-core systems is the huge toll on inter-CPU-core

links [88, 8], therefore, an efficient data-flow-graph embedding is one that minimizes the

number of CPU–CPU crosslinks along service chains (or crossings for short). A motivating

example for minimizing crossings is shown in the left column of Figure 4.1.

Finally, a typical 5G use case will run on a high-availability and resilient network

service [2, 4]. In this context, availability of a software packet processing function depends

on the extent to which it is resilient to hardware failures; typical failures include CPU

failures [90, 91] or the crash of the hosting virtual machine (or vCPU) [91]. Since even a

single CPU failure can lead to a service outage by breaking the connectivity of the data flow

graph, a resilient data-flow-graph embedding method will ensure that the critical packet
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Figure 4.2: Resilient Data-Flow-Graph Embedding: initially the pipeline has 2 flows, but

since flow1 is a high-availability flow it gets duplicated. The final embedding ensures if

any single CPU fails, processing of flow1 traffic remains intact.

processing paths in the software switch are immune to CPU failures. The key idea is to

separate the dataflow graph to high-availability modules, which have the property that the

packet processing path of at least one high-availability flow/service chain uses the module,

and the rest of the modules that serve bulk flows only, and then provide resilience only for

these high-availability modules by duplicating the corresponding paths in the dataflow

graph. This way we can save remarkable amount of resources as compared to naïvely

duplicating the entire dataflow graph. A motivating example for resilient embedding is

shown in Figure 4.2.

Notation and Definitions

Below, we formulate the problem first without resilience constraints, and then we consider

single-CPU failures as well.

The data flow graph is given as a directed graph G = (V,E), with v ∈ V being

the packet processing modules (i.e., L3 lookup, TTL decrement, checksum compute) and

(u, v) ∈ E the ingate-outgate connections between modules. CPUs come with fix capacity

C ∈ N+
and in limited quantity n ∈ N+

; we address CPUs by their ids in [1, n]. Mod-

ules have different CPU requirements; e.g., processing a packet through an encryption/

decryption function is more costly in terms of CPU cycles than through an L2 lookup table

or an IPv4 TTL decrement module. Accordingly, the CPU requirements of modules v ∈ V

are represented by weights wv ∈ N+
. Finally, a flow, or a service chain, f ∈ F represents

a path pf across the data flow graph G.
An embedding is an assignment of each module v ∈ V to exactly one CPU in 1, . . . , n.

The measure of the embedding is the number of crossings; here, a crossing occurs when for
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an edge (u, v) ∈ E along the processing path of a flow, module u is assigned to a different

CPU then module v. This is captured by the following indicator function:

ϕ(u, v) =

1 if u and v are assigned to different CPUs

0 otherwise

. (4.1)

First, we define the data-flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings problem, where

the concerns are feasibility and performance:

Definition 4.1. MinSumEmbed (G, w, F , C , n, m): is there an assignment of the modules

of the data flow graph G to at most n CPU cores of capacity C , so that (i) the sum of the

weight of the modules assigned to a CPU does not exceed its capacity C and (ii) the total

number of CPU–CPU crossings is at mostm?

Our resilient embeddings rest on the following observation. Given a data flow graph

and the set of high-availability flows as directed processing paths through the graph, we

can define the set of conflicts between modules, with the understanding that conflicting

modules must not be packed to the same CPU. In this setting, achieving resilience against a

single CPU failure boils down to (i) duplicate the modules of high-availability flows, (ii) set

conflicts between the copies, and (iii) embed the graph so that conflicting modules are never

placed to the same CPU. For instance, consider the third embedding in the right column

(III) of Figure 4.1: if any of the two CPUs fail, a functional path for the high-availability

flow (flow1) still exists.

Accordingly, some flows correspond to critical traffic; in the below these will be called

the high-availability flows. Module conflicts are expressed by graphH(V,E). This graph

is undirected; if (u, v) ∈ E then module u is in “conflict” with module v; i.e., it cannot

be packed to the same CPU. Based on this discussion, we formulate the resilient data-

flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings problem as a problem to find a feasible

and efficient embedding but, at the same time, also satisfying the resilience constraints,

expressed by the graph of conflictsH.

Definition 4.2. ResMinSumEmbed (G, w,H, F , C , n,m): is there an assignment of the

modules of the data flow graph G to at most n CPU cores of capacity C , so that (i) the sum

of the weight of the modules assigned to a CPU does not exceed its capacity C , (ii) the
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total number of CPU–CPU crossings is at most m, and (iii) for any two modules u and v

assigned to the same CPU there is no conflict edge inH?

This approach is easy to extend toN CPU failures by duplicating the modulesN -times

and setting a conflict between each pair of the copies.With no further constraint the conflict

specification generates crosslinks by spreading sequential modules of high-availability

flows among CPU cores. As an example, the right column of Figure 4.1 presents different

resilient embeddings of two conflicting flows on 2 CPUs. Note that the required number of

crossings significantly differ depending on the conflicts specified.

In the above versions of the data-flow-graph embedding problem the main concern is

to minimize the total number of crossings. However, this version may allow all crossings to

occur along the processing path of a single flow, unnecessarily and unfairly degrading the

performance of that flow. Correspondingly, we define another versionMinMaxEmbed and,

respectively, ResMinMaxEmbed, for the embedding problem without and with resilience

constraints, where the objective is to minimize the maximum number of crossings that

may occur along a single path. Our complexity characterizations and algorithms will cover

all 4 versions of the embedding problem.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Following our problem definitions, we focus on solving them in two steps. We detail them

below.

Improve performance by minimizing crossings. data-flow-graph embedding involves

assigning packet processing modules to workers, or processing threads, or CPU cores.

Workers’ processing capacity is limited, since they have resources to run only a limited

number of modules. To overcome this hindrance, multiple CPU cores can be used. However,

this raises a problem: whenever the processing of a packet transitions from one CPU to

another (we call it as CPU crossing), the corresponding context needs to be copied and the

CPU caches need to be updated, which takes a huge toll on performance and increases

latency [88, 8]. Due to this trade-off, effectively increasing the performance of the software

switch requires the number of crossings to be minimized, especially for performance-

sensitive traffic flows prefer least number of cross-links along their path. For that reason,

performance oriented embedding alone is a challenge.
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The left column of Figure 4.1 (A,B,C) presents an illustrative example. The pipeline

consists of 6 modules and 2 flows and it fits into 3 CPU cores. If the pipeline is embedded as

shown in panel A and in panel B then unnecessary crosslinks are produced. According to

our preliminarymeasurements, this suboptimal embedding leads to significant performance

penalty (see the “Delay” and “Throughput” readings in Figure 4.1), whereby throughput

may halve and latency may double due to the unnecessary crosslinks. The optimal solution

is presented in panel C; this embedding yields almost 23 Mpps packet rate and only about

5 µsec delay. Finding such a feasible and efficient solution is the main concern in the

data-flow-graph embedding with minimal crossings problem.

Providing resilience against CPU failures. Providing resilience against CPU failures

is another difficult problem. Duplication of the complete data flow graph over additional

CPUs may achieve complete resilience against CPU failures. However, data flow (sub)graph

duplication involves replicating packets on the input and de-duplicating packets at the

output, but replication involves significant overhead, moreover packet de-duplication

is also a challenging technical problem [92, 93]. Furthermore, duplicating the complete

pipeline is usually unnecessary, since in a practical context only the packet-processing

path of high-availability traffic needs to be resilient. An economical approach therefore

is to duplicate only the modules processing high-availability traffic; e.g., voice on mobile

gateway, robot (motion) control traffic, critical telemetry data, etc.

Figure 4.2 shows a simple example: the pipeline processes 2 flows over 4 modules. If

we want to provide resilience against a single CPU failure for flow1, all modules and edges

traversed by flow1 have to be duplicated to a new CPU core and, at the input, the packets of

flow1 have to be duplicated for all CPU cores and then de-duplicated at the egress. (We note

that packet de/duplication is outside of the scope of this work, see [92, 93].) Even if a CPU

halts, the packets of the high-availability flow (flow1) continue to be processed without a

disruption, thanks to the careful embedding. Finding such failure-tolerant embeddings is

the main task in the resilient data-flow-graph embedding with minimal crossings problem.

4.3 New Results

In this Section new results are presented in the following order. First, we analyze the

complexity of the decision problems introduced in Section 4.2. We show these problems

are NP-hard, and we present an exact algorithm to find solution for them. Due to the
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NP-hardness of the problems, the exact algorithm does not suit well for realistic use cases,

hence we develop a family of fast and efficient embedding algorithms. We evaluate them

in a comprehensive numerical evaluation and in a case study executed on a real software

switch.

4.3.1 Complexity Analysis

In this section we prove the NP-completeness of the decision problems presented in

Section 4.2. We address data-flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings first.

Theorem 4.1. data-flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings is NP-complete for both

measures.

Proof. First, we prove that MinSumEmbed is in NP. A certificate is an assignment of

modules to CPUs. Then, one can check whether the certificate is valid by calculating the

number of crossings using the indicator function (4.1) and comparing the calculated value

tom. This can be done in polynomial time.

Second, we show that the embedding problem is NP-hard, by proving that it reduces

to minimum bin-packing. A minimum bin-packing instance MinBinPacking(U , w, B,

k) is given by a finite set U of items, a size w(u) ∈ N for each u ∈ U , and a positive

integer bin capacity B [94], the output is a partition of U into disjoint sets U1, U2, . . . , Uk

such that the sum of the items in each Ui is B or less:

∑
u∈Ui

u ≤ B ∀i ∈ [1, k], and

the measure is the number of used bins; i.e., the number of disjoint sets k. Then, given a

bin-packing instanceMinBinPacking(U , s, B, k), it is easy to see that the data-flow-graph

embedding instanceMinSumEmbed (G(U, ∅), s, B, k,∞) evaluates to true if and only if

the bin-packing instance evaluates to true.

Finally, since the bin-packing instance does not account for minimizing the number

of crossings (i.e., the number of crossings is set to∞ in the reduction), the embedding

problem is NP-hard both for the total (MinSumEmbed) and the maximum (MinMaxEmbed)

objective functions.

Next, we also consider resilience requirements.

Theorem 4.2. Resilient data-flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings is NP-complete

for both measures.
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Proof. First, it is easy to see that the problem is in NP, as again an assignment of modules to

CPUs is a certificate. The resilience constraint can be checked by evaluating the indicator

function (4.1) for each edge of the conflict graph and checking ∀(u, v) ∈ H : ϕ(u, v) = 1.

Second, the problem is also NP-hard since it containsMinSumEmbed (G,w,F ,C , n,m):

given an instance ResMinSumEmbed (G,w,H,F ,C , n,m), the instance ResMinSumEmbed

(G, w, F , C , n, m) evaluates to true if and only if the MinSumEmbed instance evaluates to

true.

The above complexity characterizations rest on the observation that the data-flow-

graph embedding problem comprises an intrinsic bin-packing problem instance; that is,

just deciding whether or not a data flow-graph with “weighted” nodes can be embedded

into a given number of CPUs without crosslink minimization is already NP-hard, since

this problem is in essence an instance of bin-packing. Interestingly, the problem remains

NP-hard even if we relax the “bin-packing” constraints (i.e., we let all modules to be of

uniform weight), since in this case data-flow-graph embedding maps to the balanced graph

partitioning problem [95], another well-known NP-hard problem. This holds for both

versions, with or without resilience constraints, and both to the sum-of-weights and the

max-weight objective functions.

4.3.2 Exact Algorithm

We present an Integer Linear Program (ILP) to solve the data-flow-graph embedding with

minimum crossings problem optimally and then we extend this to resilience constraints as

well. In Section 4.3.3, various heuristics are presented to obtain “good enough” solutions

in polynomial time.

Optimal Embedding

Consider the below integer linear program (ILP).

Variables. Binary variables xvi : v ∈ V, i ∈ N , where xvi takes the value 1 if module

v ∈ V is assigned to CPU i ∈ N , and zero otherwise.

Constraints. Constraint (4.2) sets the value of the crossing indicator function 4.1 ϕ for all

edges of the data flow graph:

ϕ(u, v) ≥ xui − xvi ∀(u, v) ∈ E,∀i ∈ N . (4.2)
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Constraint (4.3) limits the cumulative load of the modules embedded to a CPU core as

the sum of modules’ weight:

∑
v∈V

wvxvi ≤ C ∀i ∈ N . (4.3)

Constraint (4.4) ensures that each module is assigned to exactly one CPU.

∑
i∈N

xvi = 1 ∀v ∈ V (4.4)

Finally, Constraint (4.5) bounds xij to binary values:

xvi ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V, ∀i ∈ N . (4.5)

Objective function(s). First, we present the objective function for the case when the goal

is to minimize the total number of crossings. Consider the objective function (4.6):

min
∑
f∈F

∑
(u,v)∈pf

ϕ(u, v) . (4.6)

The case when the objective is the maximum number of crossings across each flow is

a bit tricky. We introduce an ancillary variable α which bounds the number of crossings

along each flow and then we minimize this variable:

minα : α ≥
∑

(u,v)∈pf

ϕ(u, v) ∀f ∈ F . (4.7)

Optimal Resilient Embedding

Resilience of the optimal embedding can be achieved by first formulating module conflicts

as a conflict graphH and then adding an extra constraint to the ILP to express conflicts as

follows.

Constructing the conflict graph. On the level of modules, the conflicts form a complete

k-partite graph in which the vertex sets are the modules of the individual flows and edges

connect each module to all modules that belong to one of the duplicates of a flow that

traverses the module. To construct such module conflict graphs based on flow conflicts we
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present Algorithm 4.1 which iteratively connects every module of each flow to minimize

the number of required crosslinks.

Algorithm 4.1 Constructing Conflicts for Resilient Flows.

procedure ConstructConflicts(resilient_flows)
conflicts = list(module, module)

for idx = 0; idx < resilient_flows.size(); idx++ do
cur_flow = resilient_flows[idx]

other_flows = resilient_flows[idx:]

formodule ∈ cur_flow.modules do
for other_flow ∈ other_flows do

for other_module ∈ other_flow.modules do
if module! = other_module then

conflicts.append((module, other_module))

return conflicts

Resilience constraint. Constraint (4.8) enforces the embedding of conflicting modules to

different CPUs.

xui + xvi ≤ 1 ∀(u, v) ∈ e(H) (4.8)

The idea above is that whenever there is a conflict between module u and v then these

cannot be assigned to the same CPU, say, CPU i, since it would result xui+xvi = 1+1 ≰ 1

for i.

4.3.3 Heuristic Approach

The ILP in Section 4.3.2 may not terminate in polynomial time. Heuristic approaches on

the other hand can provide solution for the embedding problems in tolerable time. For

this purpose, three common algorithms were tailored. All heuristics work on the decision

version of the problem introduced in Section 4.1. Solutions of these heuristic algorithms

are either a valid embedding (every module is assigned to a CPU core) or a signal of

in-feasibility. The embedding algorithms are as follows.

Worst-case embedding. The result produced by this algorithm will be used in our evalua-

tions as a “heuristic worst-case”, whereby we attempt to maximize the number of crossings

in the embedding. Accordingly, CPUs are assigned to modules in a round-robin fashion.

Executing the algorithm without conflicts, it distributes load among CPUs roughly

equally (useful side effect). With conflicts, the next available CPU that runs no conflicting

modules and has enough free capacity is chosen at each iteration. As a consequence, the
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index increment varies and CPUs load deviate. The pseudo code of the implementation is

shown in Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2Worst-case Embedding with Conflicts.

procedureWorstCaseEmbed(dfg, conflictg,modules, cpus)
mapping = dict(module, cpu)

idx = 0

formodule ∈ modules do
start_idx = idx

done = False

conflicts = get_conflicting_modules(module, dfg, conflictg)

while done == False do
cpu = cpus[idx]

if not ∃m ∈ conflicting_modules : mapping[m] = cpu then
if cpu.load+module.weight ≤ cpu.capacity then

mapping[module] = cpu

done = True

idx = (idx + 1) mod cpus.size()

if idx == start_idx then
signal in-feasibility

exit
return mapping

Straw-man embedding. A random embedding serves as a straw-man proposal in our

evaluations. The algorithm embeds modules one-by-one: it takes modules in sequence,

builds the set of available CPUs for the module, and then it chooses one CPU from this list

randomly. The choice is based on uniform distribution. A CPU is available if it is able to run

the module; i.e., it has enough free capacity and runs no conflicting modules. Algorithm 4.3

shows the pseudo-code of the implementation.

Algorithm 4.3 Straw-man Embedding with Conflicts.

procedure StrawmanEmbed(dfg, conflictg,modules, cpus)
mapping = dict(module, cpu)

formodule ∈ modules do
conflicts = get_conflicting_modules(module, dfg, conflictg)

available_cpus = list()

for cpu ∈ cpus do
if not ∃m ∈ conflicting_modules : mapping[m] = cpu then

if cpu.load+module.weight ≤ cpu.capacity then
available_cpus.append(cpu)

if available_cpus.size() == 0 then
signal in-feasibility

exit
mapping[module] = random.choose(available_cpus)

return mapping
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Best-fit embedding.We propose an embedding heuristic based on the well-known best fit

decreasing [96] algorithm for minimum bin-packing. The presented problems differ from

bin packing problem in a sense of the fixed number of available bins. The algorithm embeds

modules in the decreasing order of weight. At each iteration, it sorts CPUs according to

their free capacity and then chooses the first available CPU running no conflicting modules.

If no fitting CPU exist, the algorithm signals in-feasibility. The pseudo-code is shown in

Algorithm 4.4.

Algorithm 4.4 Best-fit Embedding with Conflicts.

procedure BestFitEmbed(G,H, V, cpus[n])
mapping = dict(module, cpu)

modules_sorted = sort(V, weight, decreasing)

formodule ∈ modules_sorted do
conflicts = get_conflicting_modules(module, G, H)

cpus_sorted = sort(cpus, load, decreasing)

for cpu ∈ cpus_sorted do
if not ∃m ∈ conflicting_modules : mapping[m] = cpu then

if cpu.load+module.weight ≤ C then
mapping[module] = cpu

break
if cpu == cpus_sorted.last() then

signal in-feasibility

exit
return mapping

4.3.4 Numerical Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our embedding algorithms on a realistic 5G telco use case

numerically.

Evaluation Setup

The evaluation was performed on a mobile gateway packet-processing pipeline (recall

Figure 3.2 and Section 3.1) taken from an official 5G NFV benchmark suite [44]. In our

evaluations bearer0 (both uplink and downlink) represent high-availability mobile voice

and multimedia traffic with firm resilience requirements (QoS nodes in Figure 3.2); the rest

of the bearers represent bulk traffic with no resilience requirement. Module weights were

set to differentiate downstream processing (weight: 10) and upstream processing (weight:

20), and the remaining functions such as splitters (weight: 1).
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The evaluation focused on two scenarios: (i) embedding using minimum number of

crossings without conflicts, and (ii) embeddingwith resilience constraints. In both scenarios

the following methods were evaluated:

• Worst-case: approach using round-robin assignment.

• Straw-man: approach using random assignment.

• Best-fit: algorithm based on the best fit heuristic.

• ILP-sum: ILP with sum-of-crossings objective function.

• ILP-max: ILP with max-crossings objective function.

The ILP and the heuristics were implemented in C++ using the LEMON graph li-

brary [97] and the Gurobi Optimizer [98]. The BESS implementation of the MGW pipeline

was synthesized to a custom Lemon Graph Format file which stores modules, links, module

weights, CPU parameters, descriptions of flows, and the edges of the conflict graph. This

file served as an input to the implementation. The source code is available on GitHub [89].

The evaluation was running on a server with 6×2.4 GHz CPU (single socket; hyper-

threading and power-saving disabled) and 64 GB RAM installed with Debian GNU/Linux.

Results

Data-flow-graph embedding with minimum crossings. In our first evaluations we

study the performance of the heuristics and the ILP without resilience constraints. The

number of CPUs was set to be high enough for all the embedding procedures to pro-

vide a feasible solution; in particular, 10 CPUs, each with a capacity of 200 units, were

available. The pipeline was provisioned with 2 bearers and 10 users, from which only 1

user requested a high-availability flow at bearer0, yielding 22 flows in total. We ran each

embedding method on that pipeline configuration separately. To express results we present

the empirical cumulative density function of crosslinks across flows in Figure 4.3. The ILPs

using either one of the objective functions use 0–2 crosslinks per flow, the worst-case and

the random methods assign 8–13 crosslinks, while the Best-fit algorithm performs close to

the optimal solution, with 3–6 crosslinks per flow.

Resilient data-flow-graph embedding.Next, we compare the performance of the heuris-

tics and the ILP on the same pipeline as above, but this time with resilience requirements.

In this measurement, the number of CPUs was set to be enough for all the embedding
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of Crossings across Flows: MGW pipeline with 2 bearers, 10 users,

and one user on bearer0, on 10 CPUs with capacity of 200 units. Resilience constraints are

not set.

procedures. In particular, the embedding produced by the algorithms was required to be

resilient to a single CPU failure on the processing path of the high-availability bearer0

flows; the conflict graph was constructed using Algorithm 4.1. The embedding took place

on the sameMGW pipeline with 2 bearers, 10 users fromwhich 1 is a bearer0 user. This con-

figuration, with the duplicate flows, has 24 flows from which 2 flows are high-availability

flows (bearer0). The conflict graph had edges between the modules of the extra flows and

the original flows pairwise. For embedding 10 CPUs with capacity of 200 were available.

Table 4.1 presents the statistics. The ILPs generally produce only a handful of crossings

for each flow (≤ 2), as opposed to the heuristics which cover a wide range from 0 to

13 crossings. Speaking of heuristics, they have similar performance tendencies as it was

seen in the conflict-free scenario. Naïve implementations reside on higher values: the

Worst-case approach provides the worst result with 10–13 crosslinks, and the Straw-man

algorithm also generates prohibitively many crossings (7–12). In contrast, the Best-fit

heuristics approximates the optimal solution closely, producing 0–6 crosslinks per flow at

most. Apart from approximating the optimal embedding, the Best-fit algorithm’s execution

time varies in the same range as that of the naïve algorithms.

Scalability. The execution time is a relevant metric in this context, as the data flow graph

may need to be remapped to the underlying hardware every time the processing logic

changes (e.g., whenever a new user is provisioned in the mobile gateway). This may result

in the embedding algorithm being executed several times per second. To understand the
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Embedding Crossings per Flow Exec.
Sum Min Max Mean Std. dev time

Worst-case 282 10 13 11.75 1.03 143µs
Straw-man 208 7 12 8.67 1.01 272µs
Best-fit 59 0 6 2.46 1.98 199µs
ILP-sum 34 0 2 1.33 0.96 1.1min
ILP-max 48 2 2 2 0 0.3min

Table 4.1: Crosslink Statistics: MGW pipeline with 2 bearers, 10 CPUs of capacity of 200,

and 10 users, from which one user requests a flow on bearer0 resilient to a single CPU

failure.

scalability of the algorithms to larger use cases, we measured the processing time of the

embedding functions on increasingly more complex configurations.

Increasing the number of bearer0 users from 1 to 5 and the number of CPUs from 10 to

40, and leaving the rest of the parameters intact, the processing time of ILP-max increases to

11.52 minutes, and ILP-sum processing time increases to 3.62 hours. Conversely, the Best-fit

method finishes in 2022 µs, while the Straw-man and Worst-case embedding algorithms

run out of available CPUs and therefore do not produce a feasible embedding. Next, we

consider the single-CPU-failure resilient scenario with 2 bearers and 10 users, from which

5 are bearer0 users, and CPUs with a capacity of 200 units. The Straw-man approach

requires 66 CPUs, and the Worst-case approach requires 98 CPUs. On the contrary, Best-fit

requires only 40 CPU cores, while both ILP-sum and ILP-max methods require only 30

cores.

As a conclusion, we see that the ILP solves the embedding problem efficiently but

the usability is limited due to the large processing overhead. The naïve heuristics, on

the other hand, have limited usability in the hardware resources domain: the number of

CPU cores required by Straw-man, and Worst-case approaches is prohibitive. The Best-fit

approach, however, scales well in time domain and resource domain as well and it provides

an appealing option for practical implementations.

4.3.5 Case Study

Finally, we demonstrate the real-life applicability of our embedding algorithms in a case

study using BESS [22]. In this measurement we are focusing on (i) the steady-state perfor-

mance and (ii) resilience against a single CPU failure on a running software switch.
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src

NF1 NF2

NF3 NF4

NF5 NF6

NF1 NF2
NF5 NF6

Flow Modules

Flow0 NF1→ NF2→ NF3→ NF4

Flow1 NF1→ NF2→ NF5→ NF6

Flow1 NF1→ NF2→ NF5→ NF6

Figure 4.4: Simplified 5G MGW Pipeline Taken from Figure 4.1: Flow1 is required to be

resilient to a single CPU failure and hence all modules Flow1 traverses are duplicated.

Duplicate modules are marked dashed and italic in the figure.

Evaluation setup

For brevity, we used a simplified 5G MGW pipeline as presented in Figure 4.4. First, we

implemented the pipeline on top of BESS. In this setup, Flow1 corresponds to critical traffic.

Next, we synthesized the input file to our embedding algorithms from the running pipeline.

Some parameters were manually adjusted: module weights were set proportional to the

number of traversing flows and conflicts were set between all copies of the modules of

Flow1 (see the conflict graph construction method in Algorithm 4.1). Following that, we

instrumented the BESS pipeline from the results of the embedding algorithms. For resiliency

analysis, the CPU failure was emulated by (dis)connecting the modules provisioned to the

first CPU core at the 1st second of the measurement and then re-connecting them at the

2nd second.

The evaluated methods were the following: resilient methods: ILP-sum, Best-fit, and

non-resilient methods:Worst-case and running the pipeline on a single core (1CPU ).

Results

We measured steady state-performance (without CPU failure) of the different embedding

methods. We present averaged steady-state throughput in Figure 4.5. The embedding based

on ILP-sum and Best-fit algorithm provides similar results, at 5.3 Mpps. Other embedding

methods produce worse throughput; Worst-case maxes out at 5 Mpps, and single-core

embedding (1CPU) yields approximately 4.6 Mpps.

We analyzed CPU failure-tolerance of the embedding methods by emulating a single

processor core outage. We present the throughput measured throughout CPU events in

Figure 4.5. The CPU failure at the first second cuts off non-resilient embedding methods,

however resilient embedding methods successfully switch over to the duplicate flow with
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no outage in packet processing.

To conclude, we see that the steady-state performance and resilience are indeed depen-

dent on the used embedding method. Embedding based on ILP-sum and Best-fit algorithm

are able to overcome the performance degradation factors of crosslinks and heavy CPU

load, and are resilient against CPU failures.
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Figure 4.5: Throughput of Flow1 during a single CPU failure event: average steady-state

throughput and delay. CPU state changes are marked by thick red lines. Note that resilient

embedding methods are not affected by the CPU outage.

4.4 Related Work

Embedding of a connected system is a recurring problem in networking and beyond. In

this section, we focus on the embedding in a networking context. In this scenario, the

network to be embedded is represented as a graph, while the substrate is either a set of

bins (e.g., a set of CPUs) or a graph (e.g., a computer cluster).

Generally speaking, graph embedding has a broad applicability and is a recurring

research topic. Research related to our work include a bi-criteria approximation algorithm
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for partitioning a graph into a given number of equally sized components [99] and for

roughly equal sized bins [95]. Online balanced graph partitioning algorithms for placing

VMs communicating in time-varying fashion to servers dynamically are described in [100]

and [101].

Virtual network embedding is a technical sub-problem of graph embedding. The virtual

network is represented as a graph and has to be embedded onto a substrate graph. This

problem is proven to be NP-hard [102]. Similarly, in service graph embedding a service

chain consists of network functions, and is embedded to a substrate “resource graph”. For

this NP-hard problem, fast and flexible algorithms are shown in [103]. Regarding our work,

DOT [104], a distributed network emulator, highlights the problem of limiting physical

cross-links during the embedding of the emulated network to a grid-like physical topology.

Again, resiliency concerns are outside the scope of these graph-embedding proposals.

Existing work focuses on data-flow-graph embedding in the context of software switch-

ing and VNF chaining. Metron [8] achieves line-rate performance for NF-chains by elimi-

nating unnecessary inter-core communication. Lemur [75] meets SLOs in cross-platform

NFV deployments via careful embedding. SNF [88] dissects traffic-classes of an existing NF

chain, and synthesizes an equivalent high-performance NF chain by consolidating several

packet processing operations (e.g., read, drop, write-once) into single NFs. ParaGraph [93]

utilizes this approach too, and introduces additional techniques to improve performance

of an chained NFs implemented in Click [23]. Their method is the following: first, Click

modules of all NFs are reordered according to packet processing operation (e.g., read, write,

payload manipulation), and unnecessary I/O modules are removed in order to compact the

chain. If there is room for parallel execution, a load balancer and a merger is inserted, and

the parallel paths are constructed from subgraphs of the data flow graph. These subgraphs

are delay-balanced; i.e., flow delays are balanced, to lower the buffering required to keep

packet order when merging on egress. Moreover, to improve memory management packet

headers and payloads are split at the load balancer. Modules work on header copies only,

and payloads are kept intact. Packets are then reconstructed while merging at an egress.

Contrary to NF-chaining in multi-host environment, Alpine [105] introduces a system-

atic approach to maximize software switch performance while meeting SLO requirements.

Alpine achieves this by carefully partitioning the data flow graph to tasks, and deriving

a scheduling policy that enforces SLO requirements while maximizing performance. For

this purpose, Alpine solves a Mixed Integer Program to get optimal task structure for the
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data flow graph during the embedding process. No prior work as far as we know considers

resiliency constraints in high-performance data-flow-graph embedding.

Providing NF chain resilience against single-link and single-node failures is discussed

in [106]. REINFORCE [107] is an integrated framework to provide chain-wide network

function resilience keeping high performance. Closest to our work is [108] presenting a

model to predict delays and availability of flows in a NF service chain. Additionally, they

introduce an exact solution via Integer Non-Linear Programming and an efficient heuristic

to provide resilience while meeting delay-SLOs on NF service chains. But then again, this

work targets NF-chains. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to propose and

evaluate resilient data-flow-graph embedding methods for software switches that provide

resilience against CPU failures on per flow basis and rely on the abstraction of conflict

graphs.

Table 4.2 summarizes the related embedding solutions for NFV service chains and

software-switch data flow graphs regarding aspects of performance-awareness and re-

siliency. Again, we can see that there is no prior work considering resiliency constraints

in high-performance data-flow-graph embedding in software switches. In contrast, our

embedding solutions provide both high-performance and resiliency.

Name Target Performance-aware Resiliency

Metron [8] NFV framework ✓ ✗

SNF [88] NFV framework ✓ ✗

ParaGraph [93] NFV framework ✓ ✗

Lemur [75] NFV framework ✓ ✗

REINFORCE [107] NFV framework ✗ ✓

Alpine [105] Software switch ✓ ✗

Our Embedding Software switch ✓ ✓

Table 4.2: Summary of Related Embedding Solutions.
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4.5 Summary

In this Chapter we address embedding of the software switch data flow graph. Data-flow-

graph embedding is a resource allocation task in which components of the data flow graph

need to be assigned to a set of workers subject to feasibility, efficiency, and resiliency

constraints. For feasibility, an embedding should not overload a CPU; for efficiency, the

number of cross-core links must be minimal; and for resiliency, critical paths should be

immune to CPU failures.

We introduce a mathematical model to control and optimize the embedding process

to yield high-performance (thus meeting feasibility and efficiency) and provide resilience

against CPU failures (resiliency).

To provide resilience against CPU failures on high-availability flows, we give a method

to duplicate flow modules in a way to keep connectivity even if a single CPU fails.

We express embedding as decision problems. We show they are NP-hard, and hence

not scale well for real-life applications. For this reason, we develop a family of fast and

effective heuristics for finding feasible and efficient embedding, and resilient embedding

in polynomial time.

We conduct extensive numerical evaluation and a real-life case study, and showed that

the best-fit heuristic provides the best approximation of the optimal embedding in real-life

applications.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

Nowadays, programmable software switches became the building blocks of modern info-

communication networks. They are deployed in wide-range of applications ranging from

(virtual) data centers to telecommunication networks and beyond due to their flexibility:

fixed-function switches and middleboxes are difficult to adapt to the current and ever-

changing use cases. However, software switch performance lags behind fixed-function

hardware applications [44].

Next-gen networks, such as 5G deployments, rely on software packet processing [2, 3,

44]. These modern use cases present strict requirements for the software switches. Namely,

high-performance, high-availability, and low latency [4]. The performance characteristics

of software switches depend on the resource allocation and scheduling of their packet

processing pipeline. This packet processing pipeline is represented as a data flow graph.

In this dissertation, we are improving and extending software switch performance

characteristics and features by optimizing the data-flow-graph batch-scheduling and data-

flow-graph embedding (i.e., the resource allocation).

Particularly, Chapter 2 provides a model for describing batch-scheduling in data

flow graphs with delay constraints on service chains (flows). The model covers run-to-

completion and weighted-far-queuing scheduling modes under a minimal set of assump-

tions. Namely, no packet drops occur (A1), executed on single-core (A2), delay-SLOs are

feasible (A3), and the traffic has constant bit rate during the control period (A4).

80
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Using our model, we formulate the optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling with

delay requirements for both scheduling modes (RTC andWFQ). We give an exact algorithm

for solving the optimal batch-scheduling problem in both scheduling modes. Moreover,

we highlight any system state, collection of flow rates and flow delays, feasible under the

WFQ scheduling model is also attainable with a run-to-completion scheduling under the

given assumptions.

Meanwhile, in Chapter 3 we relax our model’s assumptions, and introduce a controller

framework to reach optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling with delay-SLOs on a

real-life software switch under real workloads. Our aim is fulfilled by the following results.

First, we introduce a new queuing abstraction, the fractional buffer, that allows us

to control queue backlogs at a fine granularity. We design a one-step receding horizon

controller that fine-tunes fractional buffer backlogs to reach optimal schedule and conform

delay-SLOs. The controller uses a gradient projection algorithm with feasibility-recovery

mechanisms. Our feasibility-recovery mechanisms converge the controller back to feasible

region on two timescales: the first mechanism adjusts queue backlogs at each control

period to ensure SLO conformance, meanwhile the second mechanism recovers the data

flow graph from a poor embedding in which delay-SLOs are not feasible.

To relax the dependency on our fractional buffer implementation, we introduce an

on-off control algorithm that depending on the delay budgets either inserts full-batch

queues or bypasses queues to lower the overall flow delay. This results in a coarse-grain

control over queue sizes.

We conducted extensive evaluation on numerous 5G data flow graphs in our BESS-

based control framework. Our evaluation shows the on-off control algorithm is able to

provide significant performance benefit. However, for full performance improvement the

projected gradient algorithm is required. The evaluation also highlights that the efficiency

of our solution highly depends on the number of distinct control-flow paths through the

data flow graph.

Chapter 4 considers data-flow-graph embedding. Embedding is a resource allocation

problem. It assigns each packet processing module in the pipeline to a worker (i.e., CPU

core). Again, data-flow-graph embedding is an important factor of software switch perfor-

mance; recall, poor embedding results in an infeasible data-flow-graph batch-scheduling

controller state. Therefore we consider embedding to guarantee 3 crucial objectives: feasi-

bility, efficiency, and resiliency.
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A feasible embedding avoids assigning to many modules to a single worker to prevent

overload that can result in performance degradation. An efficient embedding minimizes

the mapping of data flow graph arcs over CPUs, because inter-CPU-core links introduce

a huge performance toll. A reliable data-flow-graph embedding ensures that the critical

flows are immune to CPU failures.

We introduce a mathematical model to control and optimize the embedding process to

achieve high-performance (feasibility and efficiency) and provide resilience against CPU

failures (resiliency). For resilience against CPU failures on high-availability flows, we give

a method to duplicate flow modules in a way to keep connectivity even if a single CPU fails,

and thus flows gets disconnected. The embedding goals expressed as decision problems are

NP-hard, hence not scale well for real-life use case. Henceforth, we introduce a family of

fast and effective heuristics for feasible and efficient embedding, and resilient embedding

in polynomial time. Our extensive numerical evaluation and real-life case study shows

that the best-fit heuristic provides the best approximation of the optimal embedding in

real-life use cases.

5.2 Application of Results

We believe our results fit into not just the academic world, but also the industry.

The work presented in this dissertation was preceded by a multi-year software switch

performance evaluation of industrial use cases. This evaluation resulted an implementation

of a set of reference scenarios on multiple software switches, and got published in a first-

author IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications (JSAC) (impact factor 9.302 in

2018-2019) article [44] in 2018.

Since then programmable software switches became building blocks of 4G and 5G

architecture [1, 4, 2]. Mobile core networks based on software are already deployed. For

example, the Open Mobile Evolved Core project implements the 4G/5G mobile core user

plane on top of BESS, and is already deployed in many telecommunication providers’

network [3]. Applying the presented embedding solution and batch-scheduling optimiza-

tion to a similar project seems to be straightforward; although, the achieved performance

improvement depends on the data flow graph implementation (recall Section 3.5.3).

Not only mobile core, but also the 5G industrial use cases may benefit from the pre-

sented solutions. These industry-targeted use cases (e.g., centralized robot motion control
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in factory automation) require ultra-low-latency and high-availability for successful oper-

ation [4]. Our resilient data-flow-graph embedding provides high-availability, meanwhile

the data-flow-graph batch-scheduling optimization yields low-latency.

Both of these directions are under investigation with our industrial partner, Ericsson Re-

search Hungary under research projects (Dataplane/2015-2020 and Real-time switch/2021),

and in an OTKA project (135606, "Felhő alapú hálózatok megbízhatósága"). I was fortunate

to collaborate with Stefan Schmid (Universität Wien) and Barath Raghavan (USC) in these

projects. I was invited to visit USC-NSL in 2020 which resulted further NFV research [25]

and RFC-text disambiguation research [109] collaborations.

Outside of the telco world, applications using the data flow graph representation such

as multimedia streaming [39], parallelization [110], big data [40, 111], machine learn-

ing [38], and beyond can benefit from our results due to the generality of data flow graph

representation.

5.3 Future Work

In this section we sketch some of our possible future directions. In these, we are either

addressing limitations of the presented methods or introducing new goals.

The data-flow-graph batch-scheduling optimization presented in Chapter 3 assumes

single-core execution. Yet, modern software switches run on multi-core CPUs. Hence,

extending the model to cover multi-core schedule is a reasonable future work. For this

scenario, the default run-to-completion controller is not fitting to schedule flows across

cores; therefore, to adjust inter-core execution future work involves implementing a

WFQ controller. This hierarchical schedule model nicely fits into existing software switch

schedulers implementing similar hierarchical schedule. Additionally, we aim for extending

the scheduling optimization problem to optimal batch-scheduling with RX-queue-to-TX-

queue delay-SLOs. Decomposing the scheduler optimization among CPU cores can solve

this problem. Using a primal decomposition, a main controller can adjust the available

latency budgets of flows on each core.

Supporting complex SLOs such as guaranteeing aminimum throughput and amaximum

latency on a flow, is also a desirable future work. For this, we need to extend the model to

cover rate SLOs and the controller to enforce rate limitation with the WFQ schedule mode.

An other compelling future work is to extend data-flow-graph embedding presented
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in Chapter 4 to handle delay-SLO requirements too. This enables enforcement of strict

delay-SLOs and provides low-latency right from the initialization of a packet processing

pipeline. Combining the data-flow-graph embedding solution and the optimal data-flow-

graph batch-scheduling controller with delay-SLOs together could perhaps enable (soft)

real-time deployments.

5.4 Theses Summary

This section summarizes theses presented in the dissertation. The main theme of the

dissertation was improving software switch performance by improving its data-flow-graph

batch-scheduling and embedding. Below we present the three main contributions and its

sub-results.

The first thesis presents a model to describe data-flow-graph batch-scheduling in

software switches. The model enables to formulate the optimal data-flow-graph batch-

scheduling. An interesting equivalency is highlighted between weighted-fair queuing and

run-to-completion scheduling modes under assumptions from Section 2.3.2. Chapter 2 and

[C2] presents this work.

Thesis 1. [C2] I have designed a comprehensive analytical model for batch-scheduling in

packet processing pipelines under delay constraints. The model covers run-to-completion and

WFQ (weighted-fair queuing) scheduling mode. I formulated the problem in a novel analytical

model and I gave an algorithm to the optimal batch-schedule for WFQ and run-to-completion

mode. Furthermore, I have shown a deep equivalence between run-to-completion and WFQ

scheduling under assumptions A1, A2, A3 and A4.

The first result quantifies network functions processing costs in software switches

with the batchiness metric β. Details and calculation of β is shown in Section 2.3.1.

Thesis 1.1. [C2] By extensive measurements on real-life packet processing engines, I have

shown that batch processing time of common-case primitive packet processing functions

exhibit a linear dependence on the number of packets in each batch.

The second result is a comprehensive system model for data flow graphs. Description

of the model is in Section 2.3.2.
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Thesis 1.2. [C2] I have designed a system model to describe batch processing packet pro-

cessing pipelines. I have modeled packet processing primitives as a combination of an ingress

queue and a network function at the egress connected back-to-back. The model covers all types

of packet processing primitives that do buffering, processing or splitting.

The model (Thesis 1.2) and the network function processing cost quantification (The-

sis 1.1) enables formulating the optimal data-flow-graph batch-scheduling. A formulation

for weighted-fair queuing (WFQ) is given in Thesis 1.3 and for run-to-completion (RTC) in

Thesis 1.4. Formulation and detailed proof is given for WFQ in Section 2.3.3, and for RTC

in Section 2.3.4.

Thesis 1.3. [C2] I have shown that the optimal WFQ (weighted-fair queuing) data-flow-

graph batch-scheduling is unique and it can be obtained in polynomial time.

Proof. The mathematical program is convex.

Observation. We can redefine assumption A3 Feasibility using the formulated program.

Feasibility stands, if there is at least one feasible solution for the mathematical program.

Thesis 1.4. [C2] I have shown that the optimal run-to-completion data-flow-graph batch-

scheduling is unique and it can be obtained in polynomial time.

Proof. The mathematical program is convex.

A compelling finding of ours is that any feasible data-flow-graph batch-scheduling of

WFQ and RTC can be interchanged by a simple conversion in our model. Section 2.3.5

details and provides a proof of this equivalence.

Thesis 1.5. [C2] I have shown that, under assumptions A1, A2, A3, and A4, any system

state feasible under the WFQ scheduling model is also attainable with a run-to-completion

schedule.

The second main contribution of this dissertation relaxes the assumptions of the model

from Thesis 1.2 and introduces a controller framework to implement optimal data-flow-

graph batch-scheduling on real software switches. Results are detailed in Chapter 3 and

are published in [C2].
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Thesis 2. [C2] I have designed a one-step receding horizon optimal controller to implement

the optimal batch-schedule under delay constraints in the run-to-completion model and I

deployed the controller in a real-life packet processing engine. My design includes two heuristic

algorithms to adaptively compute the optimal queuing; a simplified gradient optimization

algorithm that is shown to be optimal in steady state, and a much simplified on-off control

algorithm which does not require fractional buffer. I improved the performance of these control

algorithms by introducing a heuristic to adaptively insert/remove buffers. My implementation

also contains a feasibility-recovery algorithm and a pipeline decomposition heuristics that

operate on different timescales to recover the pipeline from a state when delay constraints are

temporarily violated.

The controller framework takes inspiration from Nagle’s algorithm [60]. This requires

fine-grained control over queue backlogs. For this purpose, The first result is the fractional

buffer, a queuing abstraction (Thesis 2.1). Details are shown in Section 3.3.1.

Thesis 2.1. [C2] I have introduced the fractional buffer queuing abstraction, which enables

to control the size of the batches a packet processing function receives at a fine grain.

The receding horizon controller is introduced in Section 3.3.2. The first control algo-

rithm of the controller is a projected gradient control algorithm, presented in Section 3.3.3.

Thesis 2.2. [C2] I designed a gradient optimization algorithm to tune fractional buffer sizes.

I have shown that this control algorithm attains the optimal batch-schedule in steady state.

Thesis 2.3 presents an effective heuristics to improve performance of the controller.

Details in Section 3.3.4.

Thesis 2.3. [C2] I have designed an algorithm to adaptively remove buffers from the input

of specific modules if (1) if it already receives large enough batches at the input, (2) if it would

further fragment batches instead of reconstructing them, or (3) introducing the buffer already

violates the delay-SLO.

The controller contains a heuristic to recover the control algorithm from an infeasible

(SLO-violating) state at each control cycle. Section 3.4.1 shows the details.

Thesis 2.4. [C2] I have developed a feasibility recovery algorithm to bring the controller

back to the feasible region.
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Poor resource allocation can result an infeasible state for the controller in which it is

unable to set triggers to conform with delay-SLOs. A feasibility-recovery mechanism to fix

the delay-SLO violation caused by poor resource allocation is introduced in Section 3.4.2.

Thesis 2.5. [C2] I have developed a pipeline decomposition method to reallocate CPU

resources across different flows by decomposing the pipeline to multiple disjunct connected

worker subgraphs.

The fractional buffer is not available for most software switches yet. To make the

controller workwith simple queue or buffer implementations available in software switches,

an on-off control algorithm is presented in Section 3.5.1.

Thesis 2.6. [C2] I have designed and implemented an on-off control algorithmwhich switches

between two extreme control actions based on the delay-SLOs: it either inserts a full batch-size

buffer at the input of each module or removes queuing all together. The on-off controller does

not require a fractional buffer.

The controller framework is implemented on BESS [22]. Implementation details are

shown in Section 3.5.2. Extensive evaluation of the controller over real use cases is presented

in Section 3.5.3.

Thesis 2.7. [C2] In comprehensive evaluations on 6 real-life reference scenarios I have

shown that my optimal batch-scheduling controller implementation provides up to 2–3×
performance improvement while closely conforming to SLO requirements. In addition, I gave a

comprehensive experimental evaluation of the operational regime where the controller provides

the highest performance improvement.

As Thesis 2.5 highlights, a poor resource allocation limits performance of software

switches. Chapter 4 and [C3] focuses on solving resource allocation issues by focusing on

data-flow-graph embedding (i.e., the act of assigning modules to CPU cores) to provide

feasibility, efficiency, and resiliency.

Thesis 3. [C3] I have designed a novel, comprehensive analytical model for packet processing

pipeline resource allocation (embedding). I have designed a method to protect high-availability

data flow graph flows against CPU errors. I have formulated the embedding problem as an

Integer Linear Program to find an optimal solution, and gave heuristic algorithms to obtain

feasible solutions in polynomial time.
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The first sub-result is a comprehensive model for data-flow-graph embedding presented

in Section 4.1.

Thesis 3.1. [C3] I have designed a model to express the resilience requirements on data flow

graph flows. The model enables marking high-availability flows which requires resilience

against CPU errors. Additionally, I have designed a method to protect the high-availability

flows against CPU errors.

The efficient embeddingwithout resilience requirements is NP-hard and can be reducted

tominimum bin-packing [94]. Hence the problem is NP-complete (Thesis 3.2). The problem

remains NP-complete with resilience constraints (Thesis 3.3). Problem formulation and

proof is presented in Section 4.3.1.

Thesis 3.2. [C3] I have shown that both MinSumEmbed andMinMaxEmbed are NP-complete.

Thesis 3.3. [C3] I have shown that both ResMinSumEmbed and ResMinMaxEmbed are

NP-complete.

An exact algorithm is given in Section 4.3.2 to obtain optimal solution for the embedding

problems.

Thesis 3.4. [C3] I have formulated the feasible embedding and resilient embedding as decision

problems. I have shown optimal solution can be found with exponential time complexity.

Heuristic algorithms find embedding solution in polynomial time. The heuristics are

presented in Section 4.3.3. The algorithms are evaluated numerically in Section 4.3.4, and

in a case study in Section 4.3.5.

Thesis 3.5. [C3] I have developed a family of fast and effective heuristics for finding feasible

embedding and resilient embedding in polynomial time. I have conducted extensive numerical

evaluation and a real-life case study, and showed that the best-fit heuristic provides the best

approximation of the optimal embedding in real-life applications.
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